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A New Voice
by Tom Bradby
Despite the uninspiring surroundings of Cowan House
JCR the 1988 Rectorial Hustings got off to a brisk start with
some of the candidates showing a tendency towards lengthy
speeches in order to get the
point across.
Christopher Lipscombe confessed in his initial spiel that he
was not a " h ouseho ld name"
but pointed out that, as a student, he saw the problems facing our University and that he
was prepared to stand up and
say "things that have to be
said. "
Muriel Gray said in a short,
sharp speech that one of the
reasons she agreed to stand
was that she had been a stu.. dent in easier times and that
she felt th at "the very nature of
further education is under
incredible threat just now and
nobody seems to be speaking
up for you ... If I can be a voice
for you in any way I think that is
the most important function a

Rector can serve and that's
exactly what I'd like to be."
Richard Demarco saw the
problem in grander terms.
Edinburgh as threatened by "a
terrifying extraordinary power,
a kind of machine, quite
devilish, I would imagine, at
work, I don't want to get into
politics here by saying it is the
fault of this part or the next but
I would say, in the words of that
oldScottish song, I can see the
approach not of Edwa rd s
power but of Maggies power . .
.and feel the approach of bat·
tie."
Mr Demarco brought up
Franklin D. Roosevelt as a man
who had acted-who had said
to the world "this generation
has
a
rendezvous
with
destiny," this Mr Demarco
thought, was what our generation had and we had "to fight
for the truth and freedom."
Steven Talbot who was
speaking for Albertina Sisulu
outlined the oppressive nature
South African life for blacks and
stressed that we could help the
fight for freedom by electinR

Albertina. He stressed tha-t
A lberti na's
campa ign
for
Rector would be reported inthe
black newspaper the New
Nation in Soweto on Wednesday which would help to bring
people together and "cut down
the
communication
blockages."
A member of the Demarco
camp asked a question expressing doubt as to whether some
o f the candidates would be as
committed to being Rector in
their th ird yea r as they were
now.
Muriel Gray rejected such
innuendo unequivocally. "All 1
can say is if you have a duty to
anything ... you have to make a
very conscious decision how
you are going to perform that
duty. In three years time l
would imagine if my career
hasn't taken a complete nose
dive; I would think that my
responsibilities
would
be
exactly the same." She stressed that there was no question
of her living anywhere else but
Edinburgh and that in three
years time she woUld "devote
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as much time as possible to
doing as good a job as Rector
as I would now."

likewise
Steven
Talbot
would baulk no doubt concerning the commitment of Lindiway, Albertina's daughter in
ca rrying out the duties of the
Rectorship;
" Peopl e
from
South Africa involved in th e
struggle don't get involved in
things like that unless they've
thought about it. And when
they do they don't do it by half
measures. That's just the way
the struggle is- ou're struggling for your life over there."
Mr Lipscombe said that his
ca reer was as yet undecided,
but that he would be in Edinburgh for at least the next two
yea rs and if he wasn't after that
it wouldn't, anyway, jeopardise
his effectiveness as Rector.
On the crucial issue of media
coverage and concrete plans of
action Muriel Gray said that her
real concern would be to · inspire the people of Edinburgh
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In brief

by Elaine Wilson

"With unity we might just
win" was the message Norman
Willis, General Secretary of the
TUC, imparted . to 15,000 students on how to fight the Education Reform Bill.
The students h"ad come to
London on Saturday from universities, polytechnics and colleges throughout Britain to protest against Kenneth Baker's Bill
(GERBIL), and were joined by
NHS workers, teachers and lee·
turers, as well as representatives
of the Namibiarl National Students' Organisation. Symboliqilly the march was headed by
lesbian and gay societies who
are currently fighting the Government's Clause 28, and they
led it past Downing Street and
Whitehall to a rally in Hyde Park.
All the speakers supported Mr
Willis' sentiments, and Fred Jarvis, General ·Secretary of the
NUT, went on to slam the Bill as
a "wrecking Bill", not one of
reform, and that in London it
represented "demolition" .
He felt -the overall impact
would be to set British education
back 40 years, especially when
the ability of secondary schools

to opt oUt precipitates " the
break-up of the public education
system".
Parallels between the plights
of the health service and t he
education system were drawn
by NUPE's General Secretary
Rodney Bickerstaff, as he felt
access to both was increasingly
dependent on wealth. He went

~~~~~~vt~a~t~~t~=~:~thi~~o~~a~

"charisma bypass operation"
on his last visit to hospital.
The struggle of Newbattle
Abbey was singled out for a
mention, and an appeal was
made for a11 student unions to
send messages of support to the
beleaguered college.
Peter Thatchell spoke of the
determination of lesbians and
gays to fight Clause 28 of the
Local Government Bill and
Namibian students at t he rally
condemned
British investment
;~;;~~h~f~i~~~~~~~~a~;ot~~~;
country.
The meeting ended with Pat
Young of the NUS stating that
the march must be on ly part of a
wider protest campaign against
Baker's Bill, and that the large
turnout showed that students
can be mobilised on issues they
believe in.

Back to
School

Photo by To'by Scott
Liddell, another illustrious alumnus whose connection with the
world of sport is w ell known.
last Friday, the actor Ian
Speaking to Student, Mr
Charleson presented a cheque Charleson said: "'This place has
for £5,000 from the General a lot of potential - if they had
Council (Graduate) Appeal to some money they could fulfil it."
Alan Chainey, Director of PhysiDespite his role in " Chariots
cal Education.
of Fire", Mr Charleson ls not the
The money is to go towards sporty type. He said: " I never did
the development of a Frtness a day's sport in my life...
Asseument and Sports Injury
Mr Charleson is currently
ClinicattheUniversity's Pollock appearing in a successful proSports Centre.
duction of Tennessee Williams'
Mr Charleson, an Edinburgh
" Cat On A Hot Tin Roof" now in
University graduate. starred in Glasgow.
the _
film_
" Chariotsoffire"
as _
Eric.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_
_____
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VICE!
by Ian Robertson

Medics March
by Sung Khang
On Wednesday 24 February,
180 Edinburgh medical students, including members of the
recently
formed
apolitical
group, Edinburgh Medical Students for the NHS, joined some
1,500 other marchers in the Lot hian region to protest at govern·
ment funding of the NHS. This
was just a percentage of the
total number of demonstrators
throughout Scotland, estimated
at between 50,000 and 70,000.
The
Edinburgh
students
marched from Old St Andrew's
House and received a standing
ovation at the Usher Hall in their
capacity as future doctors for
the NHS who are concerned
about the survival of today's
free health servK:e.
Andrew McClean, spokesman
for the EUSNHS, said that as the
doctors and consultants of
tomorrow it is important that
today's medics are informed on
the issue. The medics were
encouraged by academics and
other medical staff of the Uni·
versity to participate in the

protesters, there was little likelihood of a reversal of the govern·
ment's decision to put ancillary
services out to competitive tendering or of increased funding
. for the NHS. He said: " Health
care is not being given as it
should and morale is incredibly
low." But he pointed out that
the success of the demonstra·
tion's aim of arousing public
support for the NHS was
marked by the presence of other
workers at the march, including
teachers, factory and postal
workers, firemen and pensioners, apart from the 3, 100 striking
employees of the Lothian
Health Board. The EUSNHS has
collected £100 to date as a contribution to their strike fund.
At the Usher Hall a packed

~~eu~a~;th~~~ns~i!:

man, reveal that Mtch8el for·
syth, Minister for Health, had
had a £60,000 share interest in a
number of cleaning and catering
industries. Although he had
~n forced to relinquish these
shares, they had gone to his
wtf~ and family. Meanwhile, in
Parhament, the Scottish Secret·
ary, Malcolm Rifkind, con·
damned the action of health
of influential consultants used · workers and told Labour MPs
the subjective dinical marking not to come back with any more
system to deter some students "sanctimonious claptrap" over
from absentirm themselves wa~ing lists, stating the day of
from duty.
\
action would lead to postponed
Andrew McCktan conceded or ca~led operations and
that despite the ~igh number of longer waiting lists.

:.~r:~=';::~tg~ i~a~a~u!':~

The
mock
Parliamentary
debate last Monday discussed
a modest little package put forward by the "Independent
Socialists" to abolish the
House
of
Lords,
Private
Schools and the Monarchy.
The planned debate on education was cancelled because
Michael Forsythe, MP could not
make it - and wi ll now take
place in April.
As .a resu lt of the lack of
celebrity spea kers and audience, the speeches veered
towa rds the lighthea rted and
lightweight.

Bourgeois wank
Vice and Immorality
All the prerequisite Par·
liamentary
etituette
was
observed including bowing on
entry to the "chambe r", the

~~~~~~ry~~~~!i~g 0~o~ 0~i:~:~~

t~ ask a question and unpar·
hamentary language varying
from " bog-off" to "bou rgois
wank".
In a spa rkling speech of style
and sincerity somebody whose
name I forget described the
monarchy as "media hype "
and suggested J oan Collins as
an alternative as "at least she
wou ld not take the food out of
the peoples' mouths."
She also laid into the Lords as
the "white whales of politics"
who were there because "their
great-grandfathers or great·
great-grandfathers had killed
some peasants."

Queen Bonked four Times

Do you baveany news? Ifso, please come and tell our

news team at the Studen.t Offices, 48 Pleasance, or
phone 558 1117.

chi ldren and was therefore
"disgusted that she had
banked four times."
Concluding an incisive argument he followed on with "the
Pope is the head of the Roman
Catholic Church and he never
banked."
The .J!.lliance and Conservatives found it hard to cope with
this intensive invective, only
able to offer arguments that
would be laughed out of a first
year Constitutional Law class
such as "if the Queen were
taken away the executive
would
have
much more
power," and slightly more
plausibly "the House of Lords is
more represe ntative than the
House of Commons - it has a
Communist."

A religious angle was seized
upon by Patrick Robertson who
said that the Queen was head of
the chu rch yet had had four

A speaker from the Tory
benches made a spirited
defence of public schools on
the grounds that it is "vice and
immora lity that m ade this
country great " and gave the
British the energy to "smash
into submission the hairy
hoa rdes." We therefore need
more public schools to retu rn
Britannia to her past glory.
Charles Mc Gregor argued
that: " I felt very privi leged to be
at a Private School. What they
mean to do in abolishing private schools is to bring
everyone down to their own
level, chi ldren of the middle
classes seeking to deprive the
working classes of the right to a
decent education."
However Jane Roge rson
countered with the argument ·
that Comprehensive Schools
had
produced
a
greater
number of highers per head of
the population over the last
decade, according to a survey
produced by the Edinburgh
Centre for Sociology.

EUSA's Transition Committee is currently launching its " Back To School"
project which aims to
encourage students to go
back to their secondary
schools or colleges and sell
Edinburgh University as the
p1aceto be.
The committee are particu larl y looking for people
from Scottish state schools
(although all are welcome)
in line... with the University's
push to encourage more
people from Scottish state
schools to apply here.
Those interested in taking
part can get further information and an application form
from Fiona Cook or Lorna
Davidson down at the EUSA
offices.

Action
The first week of next
term has been designated
by the SAC as a week of
action for education. The
highlight of the week will be
the Festival for Education
and other events will
include question times, a
rally and daily Midweek
extras covering various
issues. Anyone interested in
getting involved should go
to the meeting on Thu rsday
3rd march at 1 pm in Teviot.

Money
Money
Money
" Insight
into
Entrepreneuring" is the title of a
course which, it is claimed,
could teach Scottish students how to become millionaires.
Hosted by Dundee University from 6-8 April, the
coursE! is the idea of Martyn
Robertson, a senior lecturer
in business studies at Leeds
Poly. "We want to attract
bright young people and
show them the basics of
launching and running new
ventures," he says.
The emphasis w ill be on
participation with students
being put into the shoes of a
business
manager and
given cou rse studies from
rea l life to work on.
The course wi ll be sponsored by leading chartered
accountants,
Price
Waterhouse, who hope that
the course will assist stu~
dents in a successful business career.

Blind Date
Rumour has it that Blind
Date is to come to Edinburgh. If anyone can actually catch Mike Lyttle in his
office they can get some
information from him on
how to appear on the Edinburgh edition, which is to be
staged at the Carlton Highland Hotel.
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Objectivity?
by Graeme Wilson
--~------

· to this claim was the confusion
surrounding Mr Lappin's plans
to increase the nllmber of
reviews in the Festival Times
·this year. Mr Young said he was
certain that these plans included
reviewing every Festival show,
cif which there are about 1,000,
by having about 6.50 short
reviews. However, the restofthe
committee .were, and remain,
certain that Mr Lappin did not
say he intended to cover all the
shows.

The selecti'o n process for the
editOr of the Ftistival Times has
been hit by controversy"'"afte~the
unanimous decision of the Interview Committee to choose Tom
Lappin was overturned by the
Publications Board of Directors.
This followed the dissent of last
year's editor, Alan Young, who
attended the interview in a nonvoting capacity.
Mr Young· stated his complaints in a letter w hich was sent
to two members of the Interview
Committee, Loretta Bresciani,
the chairperson, and Bob
Sinclair, as well as Dr Charles
Fishburne, Permanent Secretary
of EUSA, and three of the sab- .
baticals, Jane Rogerson, Sally
Greig and Cheow Lay Wee.

In this letter he said tllat he felt
the choice of Mr Lappin was
strange in that he was the only
one of the six candidates to criticise last year's Festival Times, a
view w hich contrasts markedly
with. the Board of Directors'
comments on its "success and
excellence".
However, beyond that i he
main thrust of his criticism was
that the Interview Committee's
approach was improper. Central

The Jetter also complained
that outside information, not
raised in the interview, was used
, in making the final decisioii. This
"extra" information consisted of
statements made by Ms eresciani that Mr Lappin had a poor
interview technique, and thus
may have suffered in relation to
the other candidates. Mr Young
felt that this was. an inappropriate point to be made, and that
the only evidence that shou ld be
. ust;l!d when assessing technique
is the candidate's performance
on the day. However, Ms BreS. ciani stated that outside information was used for all the candidates and Tom Lappin was not
·favoured iii any way.
As a result of Mr Young's let:
ter the Publications Boa·rd of

Directors, which must ratify the·
choice ·o f edi.tor, decided to
appoint a totally new Interview
Committee which saw each of
the six candidates again la~t
Tuesday. The chairperson of this
committee was Sally Greig, and
.also in attendance was Dr
Fishburne, who monitored the
decision-making process. Th6
decision they reached was that
Andrew Sparrow, not Tom Lappin, should be made thEi editor;
though this decision must now
be ratified by the Board of Directors.
·
·
Yet there is dissatisfaction
among the members ol the first
Interview Committee about the
·style in which their unanimous
decision was rejected, espeCially
as this action was based on the
complaints of the non-voting
committee member. Ms Bresciani summed this up as a feeling "that our integrity has been
questioned", something which
she feels is particularly insulting
to Bob Sinclair, the only permanent member of staff on the
committee. On top -0f this she
felt Mr Young was wrcing to
inform two of the other candidates about his action before the
cOmmittee's decision had been
ratified or not.

Discriminatron in Medical Schools
by Kirsty Cruickshan!c

sion of Racial Equality, "what is
happening in other colleges.
It became apparent that St
George's programme merely .
replicated the discrimination
that was already being practised
by the selectors and there was
no reason to believe that the
selectors at St George's were
any more discriminatory than
selectors elsewhere. ,
Jn hght of this discovery both
the Comm1ss1on for Racial
Equahty and the Equal Opportumt1es Comm1ss1on have been
prompted to write to all British.
institutions of higher education,
including medical schools, asking them to review their admiS'sion procedures.
Or Atkins, of Edinburgh Univarsity Medical Faculty, dismissed any possibility of them
being prejudiced. "Our faculty
has always," he stated, "had a
policy of non-discrimination.
He added that they kept no
such statistics on ethnic applicants-onlytheratioofmaleand
female applicants, which confirms that the percentage of
offers to females matches the
percentage
of
applications
received by them. This policy of
non-discrimination, he continued, "can be seen in
records for over 20 ~ear~" :
w

It waS" revealed last week that
one of Britain's leading medical
schools actively discriminated
against black and female applicants.
St George's Hospital Medical
S~h~ol ~n London Used a discnmmatmg computer. programme, between 1982 and 1986,
which sifted through mrtial
apphcants and gave apphcat1ons from non-whites and
women a lower priority than
those fr~m white male~.
The bias came to hght after
two members of the school's
s!aff complained to the Commiss1on for Ra,cial Equality in 1986,
wh~n they stated that as many
as 60 candidates had been disc~iminated against each year
since the computer programme
· came into use. ·The school
imrTiediately withdrew t~e prog~amr:ne and began an mte_rnaJ
1nqu1ry when the allegations
were made public.
Ironically,
although
St
George's was discriminating
they had one of the highest
proportion of non-caucasians
and women in the country. "It
makes you wonder,". said. a
~pokeswo man .tor the· Comm1s-

H

Waldheim·
loses
degree
by Sung Khang
The SB-member Senate~ of
Keele University has taken the
unprecedented Step of recommending that Dr Kurt Waldh~im
be stripped of tiis honorary c;toctorate. The recommendation,
proposed by Keele's student
union in response to strong feel Contim.~ed from page one
ing on the campus, was passed
to behind you and inspire the
unanimously by the Senate with
rest of Hie couiitry that .your
one member laying down the
ideas and beliefs arethe correct
proviso that Dr Waldheim be
ones. As to action; " I wou ld
allowed to respond. According
demonstrate with you, I would
to past experience, however, refuse to pay my Poll Tax, l
this
appears
unlikely:
in would d owhatever you wanted
November 1987, the President · me-to 'do."
of the union wrote to Or Waldheim, who refused to acknow.Mr Demarco moved on to a
ledge the letter. ·
fOrm of g lorified, if impressive,
This development has· been
name dropping. He pointed.out
precipitated by the recently pub- that Neil Kinnock, DaVid _Steel
lished International Historians and the Lord Provost of EdinCommission Report, which con- burgh and others all know
demned Dr Waldheim's sys"who .I am, what l have done
terriatic and continuous use of and what I'm prepared to do."
deception. Mr· Rawing, public
He said that he would have,
relations officer atthe university, as Rector, to remind the Duke of
stressed that it was on these Edinburgh that he boi'e a
grounds, .rather than Or Wal- • "nobl e title" - Chancellor of
· dheim's wartime activities, that
the recom"rnendation has been
made.
.
The decision will be particularly ignominious for Dr Waldheim as he attended the 1980 OXFORD: The Aborigines are
ceremony in person to receive coming. ·A delegation of the
"Original Ozzies" are expected
the honorary doctorate from
Princess . Margaret. It was to arrive this week at Oxford to
awarded t6 him for his eminent claim back holy artifacts which
role in international relations, the university has possessed for
which included the post of Sec- years. A spokesperson for the
aborigines explained that no
retary General of the UN .
The Senate recommendation one would have given the relics·
has been passed to the Council, away and suggested they were
who will make the final decision· either stolen or given to mis..
on 11 March. In addition, the sionaries for safekeeping, either
union is to open a campaign to way, they want . them back.
Clive,
from
have all 30 of Dr Waldheim's Apparently,
has
been
worldwide honorary degrees HNeighoburs",
informed and wi11 doubtless find
withdrawn.

Jane Rogerson sings and Muriel and Chri~opher agree t,o their verdid in silence.
University. He also noted
Miss Gray's perfo r m~nce in dent orientated issues, but he
that when he was in the ne~s it the Hustings may have con- may yet campaign effectively
was because what he was vinced many-sharp, reali stic, on the "a student for students'
doing was newsworthy.
sincere and witty. Steven Tai- ticket.
Steven Talbot emphasised · bot gave a moving and con- Mr Demarco must also remain.
the responsibility of the stu- vincing argu"1ent for Sisulu a very strong candidate, with
deni.s to galvanise themselves and managed to .portray a his 'fighting' language and .
into action but added that Lindi- sense that her daughter Lindi- emphasis on commitment- if·
way would be able to lobby way wou ld effectiv~ly carry out with a strong tendency to hot
MPs, table the United Nations the duties of Rector from York air. He did seem uneasy ~hen
and influence people through- University.
' asked if he carried out a pledge

.ttw
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banning order is lifted .
Mr Lipscombe came a little
unstuck on the question of his
niedia profile but countered
that should not be hard to
create one, after all, he told us,
"how many student Rectors do
you knowr

Mr Lipscombe seemed occa- 1
sionally to be out of his natural elected or not) and visit Nelson
environment in the Hustings I Mandela in jail.
arena and seemed to t~;md to. The connection who might
the_unreal!stic-suchasmn~r- have made the meeting possi·
tunng the idea that the Evenmg ble' had died, he explained, but
, News would be P.rep_ared I<? he was qUite willing, if elected,
give over ha lf or a full page to go out there - at his own
once a "'!eek to discussing stu - expense if need be.

~~Stis ~:~t~e.~~~:~~·~ j~~~~~~~
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CAMPUS TO CAMPUS
-a- solution as he seems to find
one for everything else!

CAMBRIDGE: The fr0nt-rLnner
for the Presidency of Cambridge
University Students' Union has
been described as a "very
unusual Tory". The caodidate,
.who rejoices in the name Gillian
W ilson, is at the price of raising
controversy, "very unusual".
For a start the woman hails from
Glasgow, wears leatlier jackets,
has ~piked hair and is a lesbian.
A spokesperson infoi'med · Stu-

dent she is a tremendously
popular candidate and looks set
to break the Alli-a-nee dominance
of the union for the past five
years.
-

CAMBRIDGE: The recent production of "The Duchess of
Malfi " , with an all-female cast,
has been banned. This is due to
a scene used on the huge TV
screens providing the badcdrop.
The scene consists of a rape
which appai-ently is not the

I

I

\J

issue, but the fact that two seconds of man's anatomy is
shown, is.

SEOUL: At the U$ Information
Service Office in Seoul about
five radical students denouncing
President Roh Tae Woo as an
American 1>uppet occupied the
bUilding and detonated two
homemade bombs, according
to witnesses. The students were
overpowered by police and
there were no repbrts of damage
or injuries.
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FREEDOM
by Cathy Mitton
" Namibia will be free. " so said
f'anderi David Shilomta, 1.one
of three Namibian - students
who have been touring Scotland

to

pron1ote

international

awareness of the troubles in
their
co1,mtry,
Since before the Second
World War Namibia has been
occupied by Sauth Africa. With a
ratio df one soldier for every 12
Namibians, she is the most
occupied country in the world.
Namibia is the third richest
country in Africa. On a recent .
visit there, Susan Smith of
Oxfam, said that the levEfl of poverty that exists in Namibia is the
worst she has ever seen any-

w~~~ty per cent of the Namibian economy is controlled by
56 British companies - 16 of
The struggle for freedom
which are Edinburgh based.
hold open meetings.
These companies are operating
Meetings were banned in
in spite and in defiance of 1980 but from 1983 onwards the
"Working De<:ree No. 1 of the SWAPO Youth league decided
UN Council for Namibi&", which to defy the ban and hold meet·
bans foreign compiinies from
ings.
•conducting business on Nami·
"Most of the meetings were
biansoil. · ·
broken up by soldiers. Some of
Bisey Uirab, (a representative
our members were detained and
oi the South West African had
their cases heard in the
People's Organisation Youth
league) said°: ~ The activities of courts.
~ During the legal proceedings
these British companies is conit was found that SWAPO was
tributing directly to the South
not a banned organisation African defence budget; they are
only its activities - therefore
killing our people daily...
they can now hold open meetOn the issue of sanctions, Mr
ings,
I
Uriab said: "SWAPO has called
for sanctions. The people say.
However, SWAPO meetings
they want sanctions now. What
are still, according to Mr Uirab
Margaret Thatcher says is not
regularly broken up by South
true. The blacks are not going to African soldiers. Mr Uriab was
lose anything-they do not gain , able to name specific meetings
anything from the operation of and the names of those who
the 56 British companies.
have died during their disrupThatcher knows that sanctions
tion. ·
w ill hurt British industry not the
Hon the 30th of November
blacks. '"
1986· a .meeting which was 'held
Mr Uirab spoke of the role that to commemorate the end of the
young people have played . in International Year of Peace was
Namibia's liberation s.truggle. broken, up by South African sol-.
He explained that a major diers and vigilantes. Comrade
achievement of the SWAPO Immanuel Shifidi died. This kind ·
Youth l eague has been th~ re- of thing happens almost every
establi_sh.ment of their right to year. The meeting we held to
H

Inside Politics
acknowledged with a nationwide launch, at a very
privatised function, of the
Thatcherite party.
For the Conservative Party,
which used to be the upper
class at bray has become the
lower-middle at play; and the
game is privatisation.
This Can be seen in the Edin·
burgh University Conservative
Society. l ast week bleachedjeaned bover-boy Brian Jones
defeated the upper class wet
James Bethell, son of lord
Bethell, to become1ts president

by Ian Robertson,

l

Political Correspondent
Doubts must be raised \ s to
whether the Conservative Party
has any right to that name.
Su rely the truth should be

4

This is hardly surprisi'1g as
last week Bethell dared td criticise Thatcher's policy on official secrets and the secret service in Student. He was
attacked at the meeting by fel·
low association members who
felt discussion should bewitl".in
the
party, · and
anyway
Thatcher's approach would be
right.
·

·Persp~ctive
by Judith Shaw

An Edinburgh University pro·
fe ssor is behind plans for a
unique joint venture by British
and Russian historians, aiming
to give a new historical
perspective on the Second
World War.
Professor John Erickson,
Director of the Defence Studies
Department, is taki ng RB~ in
the inauguration of a histoncal
commission of both Soviet and
British
experts.
Vladimir
Trukhanovsky, the eminent
Russian historian, who was
present at the Potsdam Conference in 1945 is among them,
while othei experts are drawn
'from oxford, Cambridge, London and Moscow.
lt is hoped that the commission will be able to meet once
or twice yearly, and that this.
collaboration will lead to an
original account of the war.
Although the meeting in itself is
Photo by Victor Steddy
important, indicating a desire
mark the International Year of with Namibian schools, .. said for a Viewpoint from both sides
Youth was also broken up.
: Mr Uirab. "They are also trying . of the Iron Curtain.
Professor Erickson believes
" We are very much t>ppres·
to set up a fund for the creation
sed," said Mr Uirab. "Every law of a scholarship that would ena- that their foremost aim is:
passed is an act of oppression. If ble Namibian students to come
"What we are trying to do, by
and .study in Scotland. Do you
you are a student you are not
looking back, is to see how you
allowed to talk politics.
think Edinburgh would be can avoid a catastrophe like the
HThere were two other stu- interested in something like Second World War.
dents Sl!PPOSed to come on this thisr
trip. They were both refused
South African response to the
passports. Fortunately I had a UN directive is that she will withpassport already. All our leaders draw her 100,000 troops from
are denied passports now:
Namibia just as soon as Cuba
Mr Uriab described the pre- pulls out of Angola.
sent Namibian government as
Stephen Grundlingh, of the
the "puppetsn of the South Afri- South African Embassy, speakcan regime. He said that the ing to Student, said: "Clearly
Administrator General (who has SWAPO feel that they do not
by Lucy Hooker
the final say in the Namibian have the support of the people
political system) is the direct of Namibia." He cites SWAPO's
The campaign against the
introduction Of the Poll Tax
kicked off last Wednesday with a
frank exchange of views on
the South African military pre· ~;ou~i~~rti~~~:~d i~fric!s P:~~: strategy. Speakers included representatives from the Scottish
se~~ell 'as attempting to tift SWAPO as a terrorist organisa· Nationalist
Party, Social Democthe blanket of media silence that- tion.
ratic and Liberal Party, and the
has beeii hanging over Namibia
As regards the consistent dis·
SoCia1 Democratic Party.
in recent y0ars, the 'tour. ruption of SWAPO Youth
Denis Sullivan, MP, speaking
organised jointly by the SWAPO League
Mr
meetings,
for the newly formed SDLP,
Youth league ard the Namibian Grundlingh said: HI do not deny
spoke of a "consensus of total
National Students Organisation, that but nor am I sayin.g, yes, we
oppositionH . He suggested that
also has other concrete aims.
were involved. I do not know the
many students would be likely
"Gla'sgow University has full circumstances of the incito avoid payment by "moving
expressed eagerness to twin dents.
digs, disappearing into the Great
Unknown H. He argued against
non·payment which he called an
Bethell is one of the last philosophy, with the goodies
"exercise in tokenism ~ and
remnants of the one nation being Mrs Thatcher and privatiincompatible with a broadpolitics as proposed by the sation and the baddies public
based campaign.
lord Stockton ~nd stretching spending of any kind - except
Kenny MacAskill, the SNP's
back to Disraeli. It is parternalis- of course on defence or hang official spokesman on Poll Tax,
tic, autocratic and authorita· ing.
said : "I believe that there will be
ria~;i~~t aj·~e::: rei~o~~~~~er
Serious debate of political
a campaign of non-payment
whatever is decided here",.and
saw it as the' only effective
opposition. He pointed out that
whether she might just possi- the stampede to be more probly occasionally be wrong he private than your neighbour. • fines for non-registration are
more severe than those for non·
_ se~~~~~hceh:r~~J~~ ~np~i~~~a~
replied " I have no doubts...
payment.
Mr
MacAskill
At the Young Conservative double the number below the
suggested a campaign whereby
Conference in Peebles he poverty line is in their eyes
a certain number of·people, say
joined fellow riQht thinkers in .irrelevant as it will lead to less
100,000, would show opposition
shouting down wets support· state and is therefore by definithrough non·payment and that a
ing peace in Nicuragua and tion good.
trust fund would be set up to
protect the local authority's cofThe Guardian enjoys making fers.
Malcolm Macleod, speaking
demoncracy).
·
on behalf of the labour Club,
His grasp of the need for a 'YC chairman Brian Monteith
whose speaker failed to turn up
fairer society was shown by a· threat ·to tha Conservative
at the last minute; confirmed
one of his very few and very party in the same terms as
'that he had been assured that
short. comments in the Par- militant is to Labour.
Labour councils would not allow
~\~~fsn:~~~~st Monday;
The problem with this thesis warrant sales against students
refusing to pay. He added that
· is that the present policies
although the Labou r Party's offiEvery time Mrs Thatcher was Brian Jon es and friends are,
cial line is against non·paymerit
mention~d he joined with despite the odd having about
Scottish Labour Students as wen
friends in hooting approval, legalising heroin, right in the
as NUS Scotland was backing a
clapping and stomping his feet. mainstream of the Thatcherite
campaign.
This is typical of the good laugh party.
H

Poll Tax

Campaign
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Dear Editor,
I was happy to see on Satur- to it, but unfortunately it gave r.io . eventually returned tQ find that
day 27th February at the national directions as how to reach the no sleeping arrangements had
demonstration against Kenrleth
beginning of the march. These beenfinalised.bythesabbaticals
Baker's Education Bill thE!t stu- would
have
been greatly before they vanished. We were
dent' apathy is not as pro lific as appreciatedasthebusleftfiveof informed 'that we shou ld be at
the press and our sabbaticals us at London Poly at 9 am when the Poly by 11 pm to collect our
would have us believe. The we went to the toilet. LuCkily one bags and hopefully find a place
Tomorrow will see t he elections for a new Rector for
march was well organised and of the group lived in London and to sleep. We did and fortunately
Edinburgh University. The post is a vit ally important o ne,
well attended, with realistic esti- we found our way there, eventu- the lad w ho had been forced to
especially in today's political climate where t he student vo_ice
mates in the region of 15,000 ally.
.
shoulder the discarded responhas to shout louder t h an It has ever had to do before. The
and a credit to the o rganisational
At the actual march all four
sibilities of the sabbaticals had
Rector can help this voice to be heard. so t hink carefu lly about
capabilities of the NUS execu- sabbaticals appeared, although found us a floor. For this I am
who you vote for.
·
tive. Unfortunate ly 'this praise the entire day was spent more as grateful, the girl was very hospitThe tiustings so far have shown the m any d iffere11ces
cannot be extended to the Edin- a EUSA banner-waving exercise able and the floor.verycomfortabetween the candidates w hich can be expected from four
bu rgh contingent.
with our President constantly ble.
such diverse people. Whilst it is, perhap s, difficult to judg e
The trip was not well adver- badgering the banner carriers as
I do not expect to be spoonfed
who has come out on top so far, some very clear point s about
tised with few posters and little they apparently walked a little on a university trip but the total
the candidates have been displayed in the hustings.
information
avai lable
until too rapid ly and so al lowed the lack of concern on the part of the
The key word to emerge from Richard Demarco's
shortly before the trip. Indeed, · banners in front to obscure the sabbaticals
that Edinburgh
campaign seems to ·be "contact". Regarding issues li ke
the information which was dis- tettering,especiallywhentheTV could send no more than 20
education, Demarco confidently says t hat he w ill contact
people on a national demonstratributed was not accurate, with cameras came into view. ·
everyone from Neil Kinnock to The Scotsman to raise
Howeyer', once the cold crept tion was astounding and their
many people arriving at 10.30
awareness. His flamboyance is doubtless appealing to many
pm instead of 11.30 pm due to a in not ev'en the promise of continuing lackofconcernabout
students, although it does seem .to cover up a tendency to
. poster in Potterrow. A tribute to photographs after the speeches the welfare of this group even
this magnificent lai:;:k of advertis- cou ld entice the pitiful Edin- more so.
sidetrack questions.
I was present at the last Gening Was the attendance, little burgh contingent or even one of
Christopher Lipscomb's campaign seems to have relied o n
eral Meeting and voted against
more than 20 people were on ! h~ the sabbaticals to remain,
the fact that he is a student. Whilst his youth seems to lend
despite the speeches being con- the motion attempting · to
him enthusiasm it does also lend him naivety, and one • bus.
Admittedly an information cise, interesting, to the point and remove the sabbaticals, how·
wonders if he has the qualities needed to fulfil his promises.
sheet did appear on the bus supportive. All the sabbaticals ever, hilving seen them "in
. Albertina Si~ulu's campaign differs from the other three in
informing us of where we were left hal{way through - appoint- action", I would quite happily
that it is overtly political. A vote for _Sisulu, say her
staying (London Polytechnic) ing somebody else to ensure support it if the occasion arose
campaigners, is a vote against Apartheid, and, they stress, we
again.
and directions on how to get that we all ·returned to the Poly.
should be mOre concerned about what we can do for h~r
Anne McCall
from the end of the march back
Two of us did remain and
rather than what she can do for us. ft is up to t he individual to
decide whether to use their vote in this way. ft will be Sisulu's
daughter, a student at York, who will act as Assessor and
Dear Editor,
the advertising revenue is only
I wish to reply to 1ast week's margina lly down, your overall
thus as the representative of her mother in Edinburgh.
Dear Editor,
claim tl:lat my statement in Mid- p~rlormance is £2,388 worse.
Directness and a sense of humOur have marked M uriel
It is necessary to reply to the
Given that you are dciing
week that there had ·been a
Gray's campaign. She has not been afraid to speak her mind
criticism outlined in the letter
"drop
in Students sales and much worse halfway through
from M about the News Focus
about student issues and has str.essed the importance of
adveitising" was "misinformed the year than you were last year
article on Palestine, "Rage".
having a working Rector. Some perhaps have taken her
and premature" , to quote and Hiat you should have been
irreverent sense of humour as insincerity.
'Firstly, when dealing·with any
doing better, it is hardly
Messrs Huey and Marshall.
All the candidates have somethi'1g positive to offer and it is
issue as controversial and comLastyearStudentmadeatrad- unreasonable for the Firiance
up to you to decide what you think the Rector should stand
plex as that of the' occupied teringlossof£6g2(quiteapartfrom Committee to be concerned. Of
for.
ritories and Israel within one
the costs borne by the Pubs course there is no reason why
The Government is not afraid to d isregard students'
page one has to set parameters.
Board General 'Account). Not a the rest ofthe year shou ld not be
protests - their U-turn on Poll Tax repayments and t h e
In the case of ." Rage" it was
huge deficit perhaps, but evi· much better, especially if you
closure of departments at Aberdeen have shi:>wn t h is.
decided that instead of giving a
dence that improvements were can raise the 'quality of your
Student believes that now, m o re than ever, we need
_history lesson we would . look
required. Given the poor perlor- news _c overage to that of your
someone who will combat t his d ish'o nesty with honesty,
specifically at two areas: firstly,
mance of ·Pubs Board this year arts pages for example. Howwho will speak out when necessary and who has got the
the present situation as seen
(as last year) and the difficult ever, giVen the current financial
personality and power to h ighlight o u r problem s.
th rough_ ttie eyes of Jenny financial position of EUSA as a position, you r attitude as StuGlynn, an Edinbu rgh g raduate whole. it is-right and proper that dent managers is totally complawho taught in Gaza, and theri to
we on Finance Committee keep cei:it.
show how Palestinian students
an eye on all parts of the Associ· . Student DOES . ·need to
in Edinburgh also face .Israeli
ation. The facts as we know improve its perlormance and I
Rosie Cowan "scrutiny". This gave a some- them are below.
hope al)d believe that it can.
For the period to the end of However, it will require more •
MANAGERS
Andrew Marshall
DIVij Huey in' the national press and .is quite December Student had sales of than simply saying, " I'm sure we
£1,538, advertising income of wi ll do better nowl". You are
G rant~ntou l relevant to Edinburgh students.
£5,009, and al') overall deficit of correct to emphasise th.it it is
Prue Jeffreys GRAl'HICS
EDITOR
AlisonMcCann
£1,100. These fig u res are fqr ten ' quality that counts at the end of
Tom Bradby
NEWS
However, M then goes on to issues out of the 24 produced the day - a 40 per cent drop in
PHOTOGRAPHY
Patricl
l!asi
<
Cathy Milton·
. criticise the style of "Rage" as· each year. Last year's equivalent sales suggests you have some
Robertlamden Wel l in a very sweeping mcinner. figures show that sa les had been way to Qo.
Joan,. Moody
Tony Roberts . ·The article is quite straightfor- £2,570. advertising £5,1 18 and
Yours etc.,
Graeme Wilson
ward in its approach so M's an overal l su rp lus of £1,288. This
Don M cCorquodate,
·
CraigMcl
ean
MUSIC
Finance Committee Mem ber.
EDITORIAL MEETINGS FRIDAYS claims of "incoherence" and year sales tOr first term are· on Iv
AlasdairFriend
"incomprehensiBi lity"
are 60 per cent of last year's. Whi lst
1.10 PM IN STUDENTOFFICES.
somewhat
puzzling,
and_though
Jane Bowie
oOn, Don, Don: let's not bicker
ing' packages in their areas, and
INDIVIDUAL SEOTION
the article deals with two distinct
JamesHalioorton
this has the beneficial side-effect
topics the uniformity of the over- about figu res. Instead, let me tell
Linda Ken MEETINGS:
THE CENTREFOLD
of raising thei r awareness ,also
all subject make~ claims th.at you what the management are
News:
Thurs
1.15
pm
Student
Jane Moir
to th~ financial considerations of
" Rage" was "disjointed" rather actually: doing about the financial sitUation of Student. You
Student.
Lucy Batty Offices.
hollow.
may notice in this issue a halfAs for national advertising, we
FaridahHashim Arts: Thurs 1. 15 pm
have set up an unprecedented
It is unfortunate, then, in his page advertisement aski ng for
Bannerman's
pub.
Dania.falle
lia'ison with the Careers Office,
opinion, M ·considers we wrote students interested . in gaini ng
KamalMumi Features: Wed 1.10 pm
w
ho
w ill be sending out with
ALM
"atrociously about a Subject we managerial experience. David
thei r invitatipns for the Careers
BrionySergeant Bannerman's.
know very little of". Th.e fi rst Huey and I have concluded frorh
Music: Wed 1.10 pm Student
Fai r next term a letter from the
point
we
cannot
comment
on,
our
efforts
that
two
people·
canScott
S
tyles
ARTS
managem ent of Student.
however, the second is quite not hoPe to run t he finances of
Alison Brown Offices.
I feet you have less right to
definitely untrue and we resent this size of paper effectively
Sung Klang
1
comment upon the journalistic
to ld t hat we are u nquali·
content of Student. W e sell a
Emma Simpson
FEATURES
·already, and feel that with a
good product, and if we ultiGillian Drummond
mately don't sell enough it will
It would appear t hat M's management team of six or
Tim Daniels
be because m any students no
,annoyance wit h the content and seven we could capitalise on t he
Ca~Mamon
SPORT
longer care about som e of the
approach of "Rage" has merely great potential in money terms
serious issUes the newspaper
spi'!ed over into what is, in of the newspaper.
Simon Perry
reports.
But why am I telling you
essence, an unsupported and
An advertising campaign has
Rosie Cowan
BACX PAGE
this? You know all about student
... .e m pty attack on " t he ability of been initiated tci capture local
Loretta Bresciani
EDITOIUAL ASSTS
Stu dent reporters to write." , businesses in a more effective apathy. I would have expected a
brother-i n-arms.
Graeme Wilson a ~ . way. The staff of t he paper are
Ala~al r Friend involved in distributing advertis·

Your c·hoice

GLASGOW HERALD WINNER 1985, 1986
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Cathal Coughlan cuts a
very disturbing figure on
stage. Anger, hatred ·and
frustration spewing out in
a bilious stream. Micr:odisney lacking the frivolity for
.mass appeal are left with
that dreaded body· of conscience-pricked students,
whom
they
probably
despise. With this in mind,
the wild Irishman's eyes
fell upon me and he
'screeChed .. Go and ask
your friend the hack,
moron . .. is this dick my
saviour7"
Cathal's bitterly ironic lyrics
are a4gmented live with
streams of profanity which
· don't appear on the record
sleeve. One can imagine a Virgin executive patiently explain· ing in the recording studio
MYou can't say that, Cathal.
They won't play it on the
radio." The Microdisney sound
was as ever crisp and tight
which is a welcome change
fro.m all the professionally
crumby bands we're snowed
under with. Sean O'Hagan
played his harmonica so nicely
on songs like Begging Bowl
and the rlew King of Free
Speech
you
could
have
Cheered, and the ubiquitous
loutish element did-while he
played. Bastards. When yoU
hear Microdisney live you
realise how crap so many other
bands are. Even Cathal's voice
barely strayed for christ's sake.
My main gripe with Microdisney is that, in taking cynicism to

GIG GUI DE

THE WEDDING PRESENT

----------l_Asse_m_btv~R_o_•_m_•____
Welcome .back pop' pickers
The week kicks off tonight with
The Proclaimers at Usher Hall
Class venue for a clas~ pair.

The
W~ding . ~resent
were, no dOubt, a good

The weekend gets off to a
start with Bristol lndie band
Brilliant Comers at the Venue.
The video to 'their last single
Brian Rix, was apparently one
of the mbre popular items on
the particular issue of The Tube
that ifwas featured on, so go
along and see the originals.

hundreds of John Peel-lis-

Saturday night lookS rather
dismal really, with ~ only 111'1

_!'!f_!!slon

a~_!he

P/ayhou~!_:

choice to headline a concert for Peace with their

tening fants eager to see
their heroes again. Unfortunately I couldn't match
their enthusiasm.
There are some basic facts 1
just caO't ignore. After the first
coupleeverysongsoundedthe ·
same. Every song was played
as fast as possible (to get them
over with perhaps?). Th e songs
have "wacky~ titles like · What
Did Your Last Sfave Die Of?and
No-one ls' Twisting. Your Arm.
The titles are much better than
the actual songs.One of their
singles, My Favourite Dress
celebrates the joys of. transvestism. The band's names are
Dave, Keith, Simon and Peter.
So are the audience's.

=~:R:.,i:!CA
Taxi For Africa involved
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COMPETITION

over three hburs of music
as t9'night was part of a
four-city tour organised by
the Scottish Anti-Apartheid
Movement to benefrt mediaid for Mozambique and
the Africa Fund.
·

c81

~~~o;~~1us::va::~~·:~;;~
Pata pata launched into nearly
90 minutes of pulsating performance.
The lead singer of this 10piece (from Zaire) came to Lon·
·don in 1983 and was involved·n
bands like Somo Somo and·
Orchestra Jauiera before starting this one along with some
musicians from Zimbabwe,
Kenya, Sierra Leone and the
Congo.
Theirdancestyleistooeasyto
classify as The Bhundu Boys but
with the syncopated sophistication of Graceland brightly intersected with brass and backing
-.:oca liSts, they were in a class of
their oWn. .
.
Somi::
1mpress.1ve
stage
acrobatics were outdone by the
now packed Music Hall cro~d
who 1t seems were only resting
after S""".amptrash since no one
could avoid gyrating to thi~ set
(based on the new LP A1mfJe

~aanga:~.n9,;8~~y m~~~d::t~~~~ ¥!~~°:~n b~ dt~~~~h~h:ir fa~~
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HEART

Pl8yhouse
Having burst back into
1
the limelight on the back ot
their last two albums, and
He probably even hates him·
plaYing their first UK dates
self. There's no sign of any
fOr more than five years,
_rep rieve either, if anything the
Heart in concert proiiiised
newer records sound increas·
to be one of the musical
ingly manic, despite the swee·
events of the year.
The focal point of the group i~
and Nmorons" , than ever. It
obviously the two sistei:s Wilseems at best we can hope to
son; and for the first time tonight
slip quietly into an easy death
I realised just what each contrias advocated in Back To The
butes to the Heart success story.
Old Town.
·
Ann has a remarkable voice,
Cathal is urirelenting, unforeasily the best female vocalist
givig, taking all the injustice in
l've ever heard, yet she is with·
out doubt lackiag in stage presence. She never really got
ous rush of invective. Somebeyond the barrier of reserve,
where, underneath, lies a sense
maybe because she is female
of humour, if a slightly warped
and a little more wary of just let·
one, butsome.timeshemakesit
ting go and having a ball with
so hard to see. The closest he
the fans.
ctlme to a joke tonight was
The songs played varied betannouncing I C!Jn't Say No as a
ween the · likes of Dreamboat
response to Roddy frame's
Annie, an acoustic folksy exploHow Men Are purporting to
tion, and Who Will You Run To,
argue for "ver lads" in the war
one of the rockier excursions on
of the sexes. "Qi 'love" man,
their last album, and stopped at
meself now". One can only
all points in between. There was
assume heavy irony as the
something for everyone - the
song contains lines such as
highly emotional Crazy On You,
" Take me for stupid or take rrie
the straight-ahead rock of Bar·
for smart, just take me off
racuda, the stunning vocal persomeplace and take me apart", · formance on Wait For An Ansand "I think you know, I'm
wer, and of course everybody's
eager but slow" - a variation
favourite, Alone, alas not featuron probably the oldest and
ing the eli:plodlng piano, but
most insidious piece of nonutterly compelling all the ~ame.
sense they say NO, but
And with the skill of seasoned
they: mec:in YES.
professional they saved their killfl sound unduly verbose and
ler punch for last, a double
critical of Microdisney it's
knockout bldw of Love Alive, a
because they're so damn good
moving yet simple acoustic
, and deserve more than a facile
number, then moving on to a
hundred wo rds. go and See
highly charged cover of led
them before they're banned or
zep's Rock 'n' Roll. Quite subrepatria"ted.
lime.
Ted Linehan
Blaise Drummond

There's "no disputing the fact '
that The Wedding Present are ·
important and relevant to a lot
of people-a packed Assembly
Roomswastestamenttothatit's just difficult to see where
the appeal lies. It surely can't be
in sefi!:ing a bunch of likely lads
bour:i~ing around the stage in bebee).
party masks, and dancing with ·
Apparently the McLuskey
their guitars. The Wedding Pie· Brothers~Hen~Wood Hall on
sent are ordinary in excess and -fire last mg ht (1_n. ho~eto.wn

another two minute mishmash
we have the modestly titled proves the pOint. Clare never
World Dominnk>n Enterprises- had stubble anyway.
at the Venue. This London band
describes itself as Metal Disco,
James Halibur:ton

~~ai~:iica~v~~~\n~he~n~rgf~~

nothing. -No-one's asking for
some creed to live by but you

Venue

number the temperature got SC?
~ot it set off the fire alarm! A fit.
tmg ~nd perhaps to a sweaty
evening.

Karen Donald

Deacon Blue have built up such impressive support that their first
night at Glasgow Barrowlands has sold out. Student, in conjunction
with Dancefactory, is running a Deacon Blue competition. First prize
is a pair' of tickets for the second Barrowlands concert on 3rd April
and second prize is a copy of Deacon Blue'.s . debut album
Raintown. To win, answer the following question and complete
the tiebreaker.
·

1. Which town in Scotland has f:he highesf: annual rainfall?
............................... .

2. Blue is my favourite colour becau~e .. ·

.

.

Answers to the Student Offices by 12 noon on
.

THEPOGUES

Mo~day.

MacGowan as it once was,
i;iven less "so with Kirsty Mac-

· =Pl~ay::h::o::us::•::~:::::::::::::::::::: ~~11~~~=~e;~·aa;e~~~t~uch more
It's over two years now
since the Pogues last -

played the Playhouse and
at first glance things seem
pretty much as before, but
a closer look and listen
reveal subtle but signtticant changes.
·
Although the mam element
in their music is still a
(piss)head-on Irish thrash it no
longer seems pe'r manently on
the verge of collapse but is far
tighter
and
played
and
arranged better. There is more
emphasis put on the instrumentals as well these days, part
of.a welcome retreat into their
.. roots. This means the show is
i1o longer centr.ed on Shane

Meanwhile, the softer side of

.~:~e~~~~=s n~~ i~~~sW!~~~~

fresh
chapters
to
their
travfil!logueofsadnessanddisitlusion. Between . them Streets
Of.Sorrow, ThousandsAreSail·
ing and Fairyta_fe . . _:make up a
trllo~y of emtg_rat1on all too
famrhar to any Irishman or Scot
and further entrench the band
into Celtic ~oi l. The fa_ct that
each was written by a different
Pogue says mu~h for their
development
smce
Rum,
Sodomy And ·The Lash and if
they continue to improve at the
same rate they Will be awesome in a couple of years time.
Andy Shearer

IVIUSIC

The Wonderful World of

Microdis

THURS 3MAR19p,
sleep over. because the music press don't sen records for anyone
anymore. Their importance has been declining steadily since the
late seventies, and has stabilised now. They'll never be the sort of
influence that they were in the seventies, when they tended to
dictate. Not that they don't try still. Two years ago they tried
political things in NME which were both unreedabfe and stupidty
uninformed, and did more damage to the awareness of political
culture than ClaUse 28...

Sean: "We have had reason in the past to despise the music

press, but I don't think we do, which bears witness to their
insignificance. I used to get genuinely upset when I read something
quite nasty about us, but now I don't thiro:C it matters."
What about the reviews of your records in the music press: you
surely want them to give you good reviews?
Sean: "I'd like a nice review, butifwegeta bad review, I just have
to look atttle name at the end of the review."
Cathal: "It's very hard for graduates to get jobs these days, and it
is something that's changed the face of the music press. There are
a few who do like records, and still remember wftat they liked at
first."
To have a single these days, is it necessary to appeal to the
teenieboppers7
·
Catha!: " The market is very poor, but not too many thirteen or
fourteen-year-olds were buying The Proclaimers, for example, not
in the intensive way that Trffany's success was entirely due to
people in that sort of age group."
Going back to the beginning, was Microdisney what you always
wanted? For example, Sean gave up the security of work and Catha I
academia?
Catha!: " Yes, basically, I went to college to get away from my
parents; it's not a period I look back at particularty."
How did you view the whole thing then Sean?
Sean: " When we first started writing, we began seeing the song
as a fairty positive entity of its own. That was the main pleasure for
me. We became serious about Microdisney in about 1983. Before
that we were literally knocking about doing bits and pieces at the
back of pubs. We were fascinated by the idea of being abM to sit
down and write a song and produce the song with limited
apparatus and for it to sound as good as something you listened to
last week and admired, and once you've done that you just want to
go on doing it."
tt has been suggested that within Microdisney's music there
exists a dichotomy between their angry, political and serious lyrics
and the more "middle of the road", smoother mustc. How does
Catha I react to that?
Catha I: "I don't accept that. We only know one way to write our
music and this Is it, and we never set out to create a dichotomy or
accentuate one that ever existed, so that really mystifies the shit
out of me."
tts been ~uggested somewhere that Microdisney are like a
Genesis but with "significant lyrics". Sean reacts angrily to that.
"Someone who says that kind of thing is an MA fan, someone
who enjoys buying MA furniture, and I have as much respect of that
opinion as I have for Thatcher's opinion. We write what we like."
At the last concert you played nothing from the albums before
So, for you there's nothing in that, that the music doesn't reflect
The Clock Comes Down The Stairs. Do you rate your earlier stuff?
the bitterness of the lyrics?
Catha!: " The old material will not be played on this tour either.
" Where's the rule book? Th8f'8 isn't a rule book. Rack works
Maybe we'll value it more in ten years' time... . The music is always perfectly well on record but it works better live. tt's got energy. We
developing, it is much less precocious than the earlier stuff, it has a don't write bland MA music, we write melodic music. We produce
much smoother,pared down sound.
records so you can hear what's going on. We're making records in
I wondered rt this new smoothness of sound was a consequence 1988 and that's how they sound."
of Microdisney's move from Rough Trade to Virgin for the Crooked
This is getting a bit fraught so it's time for a change of direction.
Mile album.
What particular aspect of making music do you prefer, I mean
Catha I: • No, it's a movement we were aiming for. The album was playing live or recording?
·
written before the move to Virgin anyway. tt's part of the
Sean: "There are three things: writing, recording and playing live,
de velopment of our sound."
and each is as important as the other two. It pulls everything into
Is the re pressure upon you to come up with a hit single?
perspective playing live, it sounds like a clich8 but it does...
Cathal: .. Yes, but it's understandab1e, because Virgin are
investing money in us, and we've got to show some retum."

Microdisney are one
of the most forthright
and innovative bands
around. They also
have a reputation for
not suffering fools
gladly. Prior to last
week's gig at the
Venue,
Loretta
Bresciani went to talk
to Cathal Coughlan
=~\~~~:S~~~~:~ey'smaterialwithCathal): • Different . We have had reason in the past to despise the music
and Sean O'Hagan
types, but you register positive aspects, you draw on them, just a press, but I don't think we do now, which bears witness
about
Microdisney,
!~!
~:~v~ ~~uC:t':;i~:.V::SwC:rk";;u;~~ !t°eu!~o:58th~~~ aC::';!~ ::'O:..l::.h:.::•::.ir..:s::.;ig'-'n::.ifc:ic:.:ac:n:.::ce::.:·c_~--~------the state of the music
press and life in lesser e xtent aspects of black mus ic, and increasingly aspects of
folk music.
.
.
What 'about this long awaited new album? It's been a year since
general, and to show
"Way back•.four or five years ago, when we started writing there
that they do suffer was a specific standard listening, Beach Boys, Scott Walker, a f:=~~'!et~ir!ta:nv~le'!~:;~~~e~=SZ:'c!!~h:!. Gale Form Wind
definite influence on the way we started to write. That formed the
Cathal : ..The new album is not a radical change - it probably
fools gladly .. .
basis, a writing precedence - since then it's taken on its own sounds glossier than the last album, it's the most ' up' album we've
identity through working in conjunction with the way music has
changed since then. One thing we used to specifically listen to was
a lot of fairly old 60s music, like Scott Walker, or crass stuff s uch as
John Barry, but since then we've been listening to a lot more
contemporary music. Othe iwise you corner yoursetf in your own
inverted snobbishness."
What sort of contemporary mus ic do you rate then?
Sean : "John Hiatt, Randy Newman, Richard Thompson, Dade
,Allen, a lot of Bruce Springsteen, though there is no way I'd have
listened to him a few ynrs ago. This guy is intelligent and can write
songs."
So, basically, you like songwriters, but what about the current
trend for noise?
Cathal: "'This fixation that the music press has with hip hop is in
my opinion similar to their fixation in the mid seventies with Jazz
Rock. It's like a total dead-end
1
Sean: "'The worst thing about this is the arseholes in London, in
the music press who are actually unaware of the fact that it is
objectionable, sexist ·crap."
John Peel said the Hip Hop is the first musical revolution since
Punk.
·
CathaI: " It happened at the same time as punk but only in the last
two years has the English music press decided that it's 'the thing'.
The main thing isthllt it has been siezed upon by white middle-class
youth and once that happens it's like the kiss of death and also the
passport to millionairedom. It is compfetety uninspiring ...
\\'hat effect has the music press had on Microdisney7
Cathal: "Extremely neutral, but it's not a cause for us to loose

recorded. One of the sides is completely unrelenting in particular...
I'm a dick at this point and unhelpfully suggest that 39 minutes
which is the length of the album is not exactly incredibly long. The
Moral Support nudges me to tell me most albums are about this
length but unfortunately Catha l's heard me: " It's pretty average ...
Sorry, sorry, sorry. " Our last two albums were quite long! " Ahem .
• . giving album lengths a miss then, what about Microdlsney
audiences, has their foUowing increased?
Sean: "Nothing's changed since last year, I mean we had one hit
single, and since then nothing's changed. Singer's Hamp!lfead
Home did come out but it was literally unheard of, so nothing's
happened to change our audience in a year. But one would hope
they will change significantly in a year . .. hopefully a hit single, and
playing again and the album. We are a lot stronger than last year."
Cathal: "We don't have the a mbition to do the NEC and appear at:
the Wembley Arena and call that a British tour, but I do think we
need the incentive of appealing more strongly to a larger group of
people. When it's the same people, the same sight from last time
yot 1played a town, people mouthing the words to the songs, that's
not inspiring to do anything."
That seems to me to be the crux of the matter that Microdisney
are one of the most shamefully underrated bands there are. At a
time when music appears to have placed rtself in its own ghetto
there are strong, inspirational bands like Microdisney to tum to.
We chat further, and Sean and Cat:hal admit a rearty strong Hklng
for Edinburgh. Maybe Edinburgh shoukf get off its arM and do
something positive aobut Microdisney, for the good of music in
general.
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THE RECTORIAL
ELECTIONS '88
A GUIDE
Tomorrow. (Friday) the 1!188 Edinburgh University Rectorial Elections
will take place. A new Rector is elected once every three years by the
students and
staff
of Edinburgh University. Doubtless
you have seen the posters and leaflets promoting the individual candi-

dates. The candidates also take part in hustings (for details of times for
hustings see below). The position of Rector is an important one: he or
she acts as a mouthpiece for students at Edinburgh University, as well
as performing 'many other important roles (see 'The Job of Rector').

Obviously it is important that the person who gets the job knows ~hat
they are doing. To help you decide who to choose, Student have produced this guide. The information given about the candidates is based
on three sets of hustings on Monday and Tuesday; we could not cover
more due to publication deadlines. tt is also based on the candidates'
advertising; leaflets, posters, etc.
We hope that we have given a fair assessment of the
candidates so far and that this guide will help you in your choice.

How To Vote
Like the ELISA elections, the
procedure used is STV (single
transferable vote). The procedure is as follows:
1. Go to a Polling Station. These
will be situated all over the Uni·
versity, from the Dick Vet. to the
Library Coffee Bar.
2. Present your matricu lation
card.
3. You will ·receive a ballot
paper with the names of the
candidates on it. For your first
choice, put a '1' next to the
name, and continue to do this
in descending order of prefer...
ence so that the ca ndidate you
least favour has a '4' next to his/
her name.
4. Put ballot paper in the box .
5. Your matriculation card will
be stampei::I.

Richard Demarco

The Job
Of Rector

Muriel Gray

The position of Rector is an historical post and there is no writ·
ten constitution to state exactly
w hat his/her duties are, apart
from the fact that the Rector
must chair the University
Court, which is ! he highest Uni·
varsity Committee there is.
What is more important than
this, though, is that the Rector
should be an ombudsman for
the University, protecting its
interests and all its members.
he or she must represent the
views of the students over
issues that concern them. It is
an extremely important position. Remember too that a new
Rector is o nly elected bnce
every three years.

~HUSTINGS
Christopher Lipscomb

Wed 7 pm: Staff Club
Thur 3 pm: Library
7 pm: Teviot

Albertina Sisulu

--------ELECTION~l38:K----~
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THE CAN

NAME: Richard Demarco
AGE: 57
OCCUPATION:
Art Entrepreneur
Festival Fringe impresario, conference organiser and art promoterextraordinaire,
Richard Demarco has lived in Edinburgh all his life. Originally an art teacher, he now
runs the Demarco Gallery on Blackfriars Street (off the Royal Mile).
He has already raised (2.5 million for the City•of Edinburgh and claims he could
raise a simijar amount or more for Edinburgh University. He points out that his place
of work is just two minutes' walk from the Rector's official office, so there would be
no "availability" problem.
·
He has lectured at 150 universities and feels that contact with individual students

is vitally important.
"As well as more general problems, I want to find out about specific male and
female problems and I would appoint a woman Assessor so that both sexes are
represented."
At the Pollock hustings, he promised that if elected he would contact MPs, such
as Neil Kinnock and David Steel, regarding education issues, as well as people like
theJ-ord Provost of Edinburgh and the city councillors. He also promised to contact
the Duke of Edinburgh "on behalf of an establishment heshouldtake an interest in".
"I will also accompany students on demonstrations, for w hich I hope there wil l be
much support. But our demonstrations must be a little bit special, they must have a
touch of style."
When asked about how he would obtain media attention for Edinburgh
University, he replJed that he felt .he was at an advantage in not being employed by
the media and so could say whatever he wished.
"I am, however, a well-known person in the area and I feel t cou ld approach The
Scotsman, BBC, or whatever, and gain media attention for student problems."
He feels that Archie McPherson did not do this effectively, perhaps, because of
BBC attachments.
"t hold Archie responsible for a three-year sl ide, and I think that Margo McDonald
would have been a much more effective candidate."
He cipplauded the nomination of Albertina Sisulu, but felt that while every decent
human being should want to fight the South African regime, we should do so from
a position of power.
1
"Peopl~ must also stop talking and start going to South Africa and demanding to
speak to people like Nelson /Mandela."
When asked at the first of the King's Buildings hustings how many times he had
stood for Rector (three incl6ding this one) he replied that he had only stood as often
as asked to, and would stand again if nominated. If not elected Rector, he said he
would .continue to. fight ~gainst any erosion on human dignity with regard to
education or a,nythmg else.
"I am scared to death at the idea of being Rector. I would not be taking the job
seriously if I wasn't. I do noiwantto go down in the history of this univ~rsity as being
a cor:nplete schmuck of a Rector."
He came over aS a gOod speaker, although easily side-tracked when answering
questions. The King's Buildings audience especially seemed more than a little
bemused by his flamboyanc~.

'

NAME: Muriel Gray
AGE: 29
OCCUPATION:
Broadcaster/ Journalist

Muriel Gray is a distinctive figure in the realm of broadcasting and journalism ,
making her mark as presenter of The Tube and Frocks on the Box. She now
appears on the,Media Show, and was a columnist for the Sunday Mai/until sacked for stating her views too freely. She opened her speech at the Pollock Hustings by comparing University life now with the "easier days" eight years ago
when she was a student. She recognised a threat to the whole nature of education which was becoming, she felt. "more of a privilege than a right." Sadder still,
Gray noted "students now seem to have no voice." It is her wish to become that
voice, to articulate the problems facing the University and tl":e City.
Gray laid great emphasis on this point. Before effectively conveying student
issues to the nation she said the Rector's position must first be a "listening post".
Although Gray considers it an essential Rector's task to rouse the student body
to action, she felt it essential the students must to a great degree mobilise themselves.
Th e candidates were asked what actual action they. would take as Rector.
Characteristically in these hustings, Muriel Gray answered succinctly, "t would
demonstrate, I would refuse to pay poll tax, I wou ld do what you wanted me to
do." She pledged she wou ld grab attention for whatever issues the students
want in the public eye.
Gray Was questioned specifically about the media publicity she could generate, especially in respect to Archie MacPherson's rather meagre achievements in
that area. She answered by stressing the strength of her reputation for being
young, female and outspoken. She added that she would be "brave enough to
say things that aren't popular." Muriel Gray made clear promises to gain publicity, and also promises "not to shag the who le Scottish football team to do it."
She declined to comment Upon the record of the previous Rector, feeling it was
"negative to point the finger". Rectorship is a position in which she sees "no personal gain, and a lot of hard work." What inspired her to stand for Rector is what
she feels is a "sense of duty" towards some of the issues facing students today.
Nobody, she said, should becomea candidate without making first a conscious
decision of how they woultf·perform that duty.
Gray made the assurance that her career commitments would not intrude
upon her responsibilities if elected. Although travelling regularly to London, she
considers herself as a settled resident in Edinburgh, and said she would devote
"as much time as possible" to the job.
Gray applauded the rectoria l nomination of Albertina Sisula and said that if she
(Gray) were elected, to stand against apartheid would be tO stand as students.,
Muriel Gray gave a relaxed performance in ths hustings, and amongst much
irreverance made some serious, straightforward pledges. She seemed reluctant
to compete with the other candidates in their opening speeches. in stead, she
beriefly put her case for rectorship and answered most questions directly. After
a slow start, Muriel Gray proved herself to be a popular candidate in the hustings
and would seem a formidable prospect as Rector.
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DI DATES

NAME: Christopher Lipscomb
AGE: 21
OCCUPATION:
Student
As a prospective student Rector, Christopher Lipscomb is the youngest of the four
candidates at 21 . He is presently studying microbiology at Heriot-Watt University.
Lipscomb shares a Morningside flat with three Edinburgh University students and
is a member of the Officer Training Corps.
Since an Edinburgh University .student is prohibited from standing for Rector,
Lipscomb has been nominated as the nearest thing. His attempt at election rests
upon two main arguments. Firstly, that as a student himself he is personally and
directly aware of the problems facing the future of higher education. Secondly, that
far from being at a disadvantage, his position as a student Rector, and hence chair
of the University Court, would give him "the publicity and power that is vital to the
position "
He sees the biggest threat to higher education as "the introduction of student
loans" but he is additiona lly concerned about the whole range of issues directly
affecting students. "The level of student grants, the reduction in supplementary and
housing benefits, the introduction of the Poll Tax and finally the eventual results of
the proposed cuts of £2.4 million in the University, leading to the closure and
merger of departments. " On all these issues Christopher Lipscomb is prepared to
sta nd out against while remaining " apolitical" in his stance. He wants to put himself
"in the forefront of a movement encompassing students, staff and the people of
Edinbur\'.1h " w ho he believes benefit in many ways from the University.
Lipscomb believes that vital to this mobilising of people are the areas of publicity
and information. Further to explaining the issues he would write "a weekly page in
Midweek and Student devoted to them". He would also like to investigate the taking
of a page in the Evening News to let the people of Edinburgh know the issues and
problems facing Edinburgh University. Lipscomb stated that he "often approaches
students in Teviot Union" and finds they are in the main ignorant of the attacks on
higher education, "raising people's awareness at grass roots level is the crux of my
stance" .
Lipscomb counters criticism of his youth inexperience and.lack of fame by bein.g
the first to admit that he is " not a household name" . He reiterates, however, his
belief that the phenomenon of a student Rector wou ld g~ve him the publicity and~he
right to such. Regarding his age, he asked;_ "How. old 1s a pl.a.nt pot! Ho~ otd 1s a
gerbil?" referring to two recent Rector candidates mother British umvers1t1es.
He has been challenged to state his commitment to the post for the full period of
three years, a time span that will take him past graduation from his degree.
Lipscomb said : " My final career has yet to be decided but I will give the same level
of commitment after three years."
Lipscomb came across at the hustings as a sincere yet somewhat naive candidate
who appears comm itted but lacks the charisma that the rectorship needs.

NAME: Albertina Sisulu
AGE: 69
OCCUPATION:
District Nurse
Albertina Sisulu is a leading activist in the struggle against apartheid, she is copresident of the United Democratic Front. the leading opposition group in South
Africa, and her husband has been in a South African prison for over 23 years now.
At the Pollock Hall hustings on Monday night, Albertina was represented by Steve
Talbot, President of Scottish Students Against Apartheid. He gave Albertina's
apologies for being unable to attend in person and spoke of the institutionalised
terror that is at work in South Africa today. "Fear is the reality of apartheid.
Apartheid is no chi ld's game but a sophisticated system structured for the benefit of
the few at the expense of the many and maintained by brute force. By electing
Albertina we will send a message to South Africa. This news will be inside the news
restrictions in South Africa. That is why it's important.
He also said that lindiwe Guma, the daughter of Albertina, will act as Rector's
Assessor to represent students' interests on the University Court.
He concluded with a message from Albertina delivered in the wake of last week's
banning of almost all the opposition groups in South Africa. "We, the people of
South Africa, will not take this lying down. We ask all the people of Edinburgh
University to support us in our struggle. We must act now...
Within eight.hours of sending this message A lbe_rtina was herself banned.
When asked about mobilisinA students against cuts, Steve Talbot stated that as
d student herself Lindiwe understood the problems of students and wanted to meet
and mobilise them, but he added pessimistically, " However, the p roblem is that Mrs
Thatcher ignores everyone - even God! "
,.
At the Tuesday morning hustings at the JCM Building at King's Buildings,
Albertina was represented by Tambe Hadeble. Tombe is a woman who knows at
first hand the brutal reality of apartheid. She stressed that every act of solidarity, no
matter how small, was important. She cited the disinvestment campaig n against
Barclays Bank as proof that protests can have an effect. She also revealed that
newscaster Trevor McDonald had considered standing for Rector but had
withdrawn, giving his full support to Albertina. When asked at the hustings at KB
Union about the need for a working Rector, Steve Talbot replied: "We should not
ask what Albertina can do for us, but what we ca n do for her."
Speaking after the hustings, Steve Talbot st ressed the importance of showing
solidarity with the, oppressed people of South Africa. He revealed that the United
Nations has prom ised financial support for the campaign and delivered the
following message from Enuga Reddy, former Assista nt Secretary General of the
UN and current head of the Centre Against Apartheid : " The UN fully supports the
nomination of Albertina Sisu lu to the post of Rector of Edinburgh University and
hopes that t his will send a message of support to all of the disenfranchised people
of South Africa."
Although a slightly hesitant speaker, there is no doubti ng Steve Talbot's sincerity
and passion for the cause of Albertina Sisu lu and opposition to apartheid. As one
would expect in all the hustings he met with warmth and respect from nearly
everyone in the hall.

~~
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Too Much Apathy
With

the

race for

Rector

rounding the final bend this
week, now is p robably an
appropriate ti me to take a look at
previous distinguished personages who have taken up the role.

~

Every three years a number of
"famous" people enter the
rectorial stakes. Parliamentary
characters, m embers of the ~cl
ing profession, television and
radio personalities along with
many other notabi lities have all
had their names associated with
the Aectorship of Edinburgh
University.
I

1n the first quarter of the century the qualification for a suitable Rector seemed to be that he
{andtheywereall "he's")should
be a distinguished politician.
Notable names that were suc-

Only one Rector has resigned on the issue of free
contraception for students,
and it was not Gladstone,
Churchill ,or Uoyd George.
Joanne Moody looks at
Rectors past and present.

we don't have that problem on
Friday.
A non-politician was elected
for the first time in 1948. The successful candidate was the wellknown actor A lastair Sim, of
"The Bells of St T rinian's" and
"Charley's Aunt" fame. Mr Sim
beat Harold Macmillan by a
huge majority of 2,078 to 802.
Sir Alexander Fleming took
over the role in 1950 and 1960
saw the election of Dr James
Robertson-Justice.

cessful in their elections at this
time include Gladstone, Carlyle,
Lloyd George and Chu rchill.
Although it ~as o bviously a
great honour for the corridors of
Edinburgh University to be
graced with these eminent
people, a major problem lay in
the amount of time the politicians actually spent in those corridors. Quite understandably
these important characters had
far more pressing issues to see
to in the Houses of Parliament.
Accessibility was definitely a
problem then and has posed
problems for many successful
candidates si nce.

Apathy has always, seemingly, been a problem with students and we hear the expression being bandied about frequently at the present time with
respect to student marches and
demonstrations. This apparent
indifference seems also to have
often been extended to rectorial
1929,
when
elections.
In
Winston Churchill was elected,
the lowest poll ever was
i:ictually
recorded. Churchill
referred to this in his inaugural
speech: "'When the vote was
given to a few, all coveted it,
when it was given to m any, all
coveted it. Now that it is given·to
you all, you can hardly get them
to go to the poll ...
Even in 1975 there was the slogan "'Don't let apathy win ... let
the majority decide". Let's hope

issue of free contraception for
students but Mr Muggeridge
refused to comply and took the
opportunity of resigning.

That
resignation
focused
attention on the fact that student
representation on the Court was
highly
unsatisfactory.
The
Rector cou ld not be mandated
by t he students as an SAC delegate; but it was obvious that
there was growing pressure for
students to have a real say in the
way the University was run.
1n 1971, Edinburgh made history by electing the first student
Rector - Jonathan Wills - and
this was followed in 1972 by the
victory of Gordon Brown .
In 1975 the field of candidates
included an actor, an MP, an
artist, a journalist and student.
T he MP was David Steel and the
journa list was Magnus Magnusson. There seemed to be quite a
bit of controversial letter-writing
going on in the election period
between Mr Steel and Mr Magnusson . Quite a little dialogue
cou ld
be
seen
on
The
Scotsman's letter pages.

a

"When the
vote was given
to a few, all
coveted it,
when it was
given to many,
all coveted it.
Now that it is
given to you
all, you can
hardly get
them to goto
the poll" Churchill 1929.
Laziness seemed to be the
desired attribute for a Rector in
1966
when
Malcolm
Muggeridge filled the post. He
declared that he refused to take
the role of Rector too seriously
and that he would only be at the
University once a term, which is
how often he thought he would
be needed. T he SAC actually
tried to mandate his vote on the

However, this was also a
period when the rectorship was
in danger of losing its position as
chairman · of the University
Court.

Winston Churchill . . . elected on t he lowest poll

ever.

The final outcome of the election was that Mr Magnusson
won. The problem of the chairmanship resulted in the students
having the right to elect the
chairman of their choice. In addition, Mr Magnusson contributed
£1 ,000 to help launch an Edinburgh students' appeal for a
conference hall after his election . This conference hall was to
be built next to the Student
Centre House.
Although David Steel was
defeated in that election, he did
meet success later on.
Finally, BBC sports commentator Archie McPherson took up
the position in 1986. Hopefully
the successful candidate on Friday will notably carry on the
tradition of fine rectors at Edinburg h University.

~;';;;~~ Steel .
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. knows a bit about low polls

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED
FOR THE POST OF

WANTED
AN

EDITOR

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT

OF THE
STUDENT DIARY
Applications, in writing, should be made to
The Con vener,

EUSPB,

FORTHESTUDENTHANDBOOK

Guide compiled by:
Rosie Cowan, Alasdai r
Friend, Prue Jeffreys,
A ndrew M arshall and
Scott Styles.
Layout:
Prue jeffreys, Loretta
Bresciani , And rew
Sparrow and Rosie
Cowan.

What would you change in the Handbook? How would you make ii
look different? Are you available the first fou r weeks of July?
The post involves editing, co-ordination, collation and layout plus
five weeks paid maintenance.

48 Pleasance.

Applications: SALLY GREIG,
EUSA Offices.

Closing date for applications: 8th March 1988.

Closing date: Friday 11th March 1988.

Front page graphics:
Grant

Thanks to :
Bill and Adam fo r all t hei
hard w ork.

~------ELECTIVN~~~------

~THECEN1
DEBATES WORKSHOP

7.30pm
Teviot Middle Reading Room
For all those who enjoy public
speaking and debating.

MENS HOCKEY
Edin Uni vs. Stirling Uni
Peffermill Playingfields.
BENEFIT
FAB (Fight Alton's Bill)
Calton Studios
9pm
Tickets £1.50 at door.
live bands playing.

FOR

THJE

PEOPLE - THE STORY OF
EWING Ralph Jordinson,
Depart of Mathematics.

EU ARCHAEOLOGY SOC.
7.45 pm
19 George Square, Depart of
Archaeology.
Madame Leone Allard-Huard
"Neolithic Saharan Rock Art."

FRl4MAR
Eu POLITICS SOCIETY
Dr Joseph Hogan will be speaking on "Beyond Reagan: Setting the next Agenda"
1 pmDHT
Faculty Room North
RUGBY
Scots Unis v. English Unis.
3 pm Peffermill Playingfietds.
Bar open.

CATHOLIC STUDENTS UNION
12.30 pm-2 pm
Student Common room
23 George Sq
Bread and Cheese Lunch
All welcome. 60p.

CATHOLIC STUDENTS UNION
"Marian Apparitions"
A talk by Dr Stephen Baron
Student Common Room 23
George Square
8.15pm
(Following 7.15 pm Mass in
Chapel in 24 George Square)

CHAPLAINCY
Greyfriars Service
11am
Joint Chaplaincy/parish Ser·
vice at Greyfriars Kirk Service
of Confirmation.
Preacher - Rev. Helen Alexan·
der, Associate Chaplain.

CATHOLIC STUDENTS UNION
6pm
Basement Cafe, 23 George
Square
£1
Fellowship Meal. All Welcome.

- - •4•1;ii;@ild·1!!3;£1
667101 1 10UEENST

IANHOWARD
13Feb-12March
"Intriguing conundrums" from
the Aberdeen artist, grey and
. black slabs of paintings which fit
objects as metaphors for human
presence in domestic and
architectural settings.

ART IN RUINS- OVERSITE
13 Feb-12 March
Artists-in residence Glyn Banks
and Hannah Vowles present an
installation which reflects the
consumerisation
and
"museumisation" of everyday
life. Well, that's the theory take a .leaflet otherwise you
won't have a clue what's going

DANISH CULTURAL
INSTITUTE
3 DOUNE TERR.
Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm
GITZ JOHANSEN
15Feb-18March
The Danish artist spent som£
timeinGreenland-exhibofthE
life of the Greenland Eskimo, ir
gouache,

fII11J
··· ~

EU LESBIAN AND GAY SOCI·
ETY
Beverley Brown (Dept of
Criminology) will speak on
"lesbian and Gay Legal Rights
Now"
8 pm Cheviot Room, Pleasance

CHAPLAINCY
1.10pm
Midweek Sevice
in Chaplaincy Centre
Faith Words: Atonement
Rev. Dr. Gerald Bostock Hon .
Methodist Chaplain

Are you always the one who ·
knows what's on, where and
when? Where the best parties
are? No? Then you need to
work on The Centrefold.
Improve your knowledge of
theatre, music, film, exhibitions
or ever-exciting
university
events. Come down to the Stu·
dent Offices, 48 Pleasance this
Monday at 1.15 pm if you
would like to work on the page
next term. We will need contributors and people to put the
page together. Would Lucy,
Dania, Faridah and Jane come
down as well, to help organise
the page for next term.
Thanks.

EXHIBITIONS
OLDCOLLEGE

THE WEEKLV GUlq

- ·
-- -

EU POLITICS SOCIETY
AGM
1 pm
Large Seminar Room of Politics
Department31 Buccleuch Place , RUGBY
Edin Uni vs. Bristo Uni
Alt members please attend.
11 am Peffermill Playingfields
Bar open.
CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
1.10pm
KB Lunchtime Talk, 6th Le\lel
Common Room, JCMB

MATHEMATICS

STUDENT AID DEBATE
7.30 pm
"This House believes Govern·
ment Overseas Aid does mo.re
harm than good "
Speakers include the Minister
for Overseas Development,
Chris Patten MP.

5568921

SCOTTISH PHOTOGRAPHY
1938-1988
First display in this new venture
by the Portrait Gallery - mod·
em Scottish photographers rep·
resented in portraits, land·
scapes, documentary prints both the classic and innovative
are represented.

GRAEME MURRAY
GALLERY
15 SCOTLAND ST
556 6020
EXCHANGES
4 MarcMl April
Three Belgian artists' work is
displayed - Paul Gees, Dan Van
Severen and Eric De Smet.

13i•'C;H3#1i;lM
2 MARKET ST

~
105 HIGH STREET

5571140

NEW SCOTTISH
PHOTOGRAPHY
20 Feb-19 March
Lots of Scottish photography on
display in Ed. At the Portrait Gallery, and here at Stills~

i;l13lM;l•l•1@M;l3•1
BLACKfRIARSST

5570707

225 2424

GOLD Of THE PHARAOHS
Feb-April
Mon, Tues, Sat 10-6
Wed, Thur, Fri 10·9
Sun 12·6pm
No concession for students. The
intricate jewellery in gold and.
la pis lazuli, gold death mask and
gold toe-cosies are well worth
seeing- if only to support Edin·
burgh's "International Repute·
tion".

lij.j!j;lljMi;MM•
46a RAEBURN PLACE,
STOCKBRIDGE

MARIOMERZ

~26 March

A man with a good Highland
name has prepared an install•·
tion relating to the prehistoric
and Celtic culture in Scotland.

Exhib of fine kilims, as well as a
permanent stock of Rajastani
embroideries, ethnic jewellery
and Moghul·inftuenced wood
carvings from l~dia;,

' . .:. ' ...~·

}.

,,. . . . .

NEWBAITLE TER
FATAL ATTRACTION
2.15,5.15,8.15

LOTHlAN ROAD
229 3030
FATALATIRACTION
2, 5, 8 (Sun 5, 8)

CRY FREEDOM
2.30, 7.30
last chance to see Richard
Attenborough's
biographical
recreation of the friendship bet·
ween black civil rights activist
Steve Biko and liberal news·
paperman Donald Woods. A vig·
orous condemnation on the
obscenity of apartheid.

DRAGNET
2.15, 7.15
Famed TV cop Jack Webb in this
spoof of the '50s series.

NUTS
2.05, 5.05, 8.05
Dreyfuss offers solid, selfless
support as the world-weary
attomey of • high-class hooker
(Streisand) on charge for man·
slaughter.

7 CLERK STREET

667 7331

447 2660

' HOPE AND GLORY
2,5,8
Well-crafted wartime nostalgia.
A warm, witty and affectionate
autobiographical portrait of the
child who grew up to be John
Boorman.

STAKEOUT
2.15, 5.30, 8.15
Dreyfuss again - this time star·
ring as an undercover cop in this
8dventure comedy set in LA.

THE LAST EMPEROR
Peking 1980, a three-year-old
boy named Pu Yi ascends to the
imperial throne to become '"The
lord of 10,000 Years" and ruler
over almost half the world's
population.

ROBOCOP
2.30, 6, 8.30
Slick and exceedingly vioktnt
film, blending elements of
" Dirty Harry'". " Frankenstein"
and .. Six Million Dollar Man".
A NIGHT ON THE TOWN
Sun/Sat 1.45, 3.45
Teen variant of the yuppie-in·
peril genre.

38 HOME STREET

228 4141

WHITE MISCHIEF

2.50, 4.50, 6.50, 8.50
Starring Greta Scacchi in this
portrayal of sex, violence, decadence, drugs. the English upper
classes, gorgeous African seen·
ery and morbid fascination for
" real-life" events.

Sun 6th, 2 pm
WEST SIDE STORY
Best musical ever - the Romeo
and Juliet of the '50s. Great
dancing
and
unforgettable
songs.
DOCTORNO & THUNDERBALL
Fri 4th, 11.15pm
James Bond double featuring
Sean Connery.

:i.-.Ce>:r
ODE<>.N
Student concessions £2, all performances except Friday and
Saturday evenings. Seats may be booked in advance.

Fi LIVI SOC
Membership, costing £10 to students, gives free entrance to all
performances. Non·members may purchase guest tickets in
advance from any Union Shop or at the Postgrad Students' Union at
the weekend.

C:A.IVIEO
Afternoon shows are £1 .20, evenings £2 and last show £2.90.
Students get into the matinees (Sat and Sun) for £1.20.

C:A.NN<>N
With matric card students get in for £1.40 on Mondays only. All other
performances are £2.50

Fl LIVI H O U S E
Student prices are 75p for matinees, early evening shows £1.50
(except Sat) and £2.30 for main evening shows which are bookable
in advance.

D O NI I N 1·0

N

Students pay £1.SOfor every performance in Cinemas 1 and 2. The
only exception is the late evening shows Monday to Friday in
Cinema 3 and the two evening shows on Saturday. The Dominion is
closed on Sundays.

MOST OTHER THEATllES IN EDIN
CONCESSIONS, ACCORDING .TO E

~RE FOLD l!$!1~1!~~1

tE TO WHAT'S ON

••

LAST TANGO IN PARIS &
DECAMERON
Sat5th,11.15pm
Former - the classic 1972 film
about a " no strings" relationship in LA which turns sour.

SHE'S GOTTA HAVE ff
Thurs 10th, 3 pm
THE JOURNEY- Part 1
Sat 11.30
MOON IN THE GUTTER
Mon 5, 7.30
Nastassja Kinski plays in this
haunting
story about the
revenge of a brother on the rape
and subsequent suicide of his
sister. Filmed in France, '83.
MYSTERIES OF THE SURREAL
Tues 6.30, 8.30
THE BEEKEEPER
Wed, Thurs 6, 8.30
(Thurs also 2.45)
"The best road movie since
'Paris Texas'." Marcello Mastroianni plays the beekeeper; a
morose, retired teacher also
returns from his daughter's
wedding- only to meet and fall
in love with a beautiful young
hitchhiker - he translates his
incestuous feeling for his now
married daughter onto her.

FILM HOUSE
88 LOTHIAN ROAD

2282688

ANGEL DUST
Thur, Fri, Sat-6.30, B.30
FOUR ADVENTURES OF
.REINETTE ANO M IRABELLE
Thurs-Sun - 4.4516.45, 8.45
1Thurs, Fri 2.45)
Two beguiling, teenage performances in this French film by
Eric Rohmer, about the beauty
and growth of a relationship between a young country girl and a
·;i:irl from the city of Paris.
THE DEAD
Sun 8.40; Mon-Thur 6.50, 8.40
Based on James Joyce's short
story from the "Dubliners" collection.
WHEN THE WIND BLOWS
Sat2pm
Adapted from Raymond Briggs'
cartoon book about nuclear war,
as it affects a retired couple living in an isolated cottage in Sussex.
GOTHIC
Mon, Tues 3 pm
Assorted
Romantic
poets
pumped full of drugs and telling
ghostie stories in a night of hysteria that was to inspire Mary
Shelley's "Frankenstein".
BLADE RUNNER
Thu rs, Fri 3 pm

FILMSOC
60 PLEASANCE
557 0436
Fri 4th, Pleasance
WI LLARD - 6.45
and THE NIGHTPORTER-8.15
Starring Charlotte Rampling,
Dirk Bogard~; a 1973 classic.
Sun 6th, GST
LIFEFORCE - 6.45
and HIGHLANDER- 8.35
Starring christopher Lambert
and Sean Connery.
Wed9th-GST
CHRONICLE OF A DEATH
FORETOLD - 6.45
and TO LIVE AND DIE IN LA
Featuring one of the best and
most daring car chases ever
filmed.

SCOTTISH CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA
Queen's Hall, Clerk St
668 3456
7 45 pm· Tickets £3-£:8 so
J~kka-P~kka Saraste . conducts
Bizet's "Symphony in C", Martin's .. Ballade for Cello and
Orchestra" and Beethoven's
"Symphony No. 3 'Eroica"'.
With cellist William Conway.
GYROS ET
Midlothian Sports Club,
Bonnyrigg
Evening
Sympathy needed here 8 only
groupies are mad enough to trek
out to Bonnyrigg.
THE PROCLAIMERS
Usher Hall, Lothian Rd
2281155
Evening
The Scottish lads - back in the
heart of Scotland.
VERY VERY
The Venue, Calton Rd
557 3073
Evening
AMMO
The Cavern, Canongate
Evening

ti;JGl\M'';
BRILLIANT CORNERS
The Venue, Calton Rd
557 3073
Evening
Late bar and disco included.
AV0-8
Park Room, Teviot Row House
Bristo Square
Evening; Free
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30 pm
HOLD THE FRAME
Preservation Hall
9.30 pm; Free -

Usher Hall, Lothian Ad
Park Room; Evenrng ; Free
2281155
Jazz/blues
7.30 pm; Tickets £2.5CH9.90
Happy Hour 8-9 pm.
Claus Peter Flor conducts
Fauve's "Cantique de Jean
Ra~ine" and "~equiem", also LIXX
Sarnt-~aen:Org~n
Sym- · Soundcheck Rock Club, Venue
phony with organist George Calton Rd ; 557 3073
McPhee.
Evening
DICK LEE'S CHAMBER JAZZ &
Sunday night's regular dose of
SWING
and DICK LEE &
heavy rock to raise the dead.
88
GRAHAM WHITELAW
Note that system PA are still

SUN6MAR

~e~~~Hall, Clerk St

THE MONDRIAN TRIO
Queen's Hall, Clerk St
6683456
7.45 pm; Tickets £4.50, £3.50
(£3, £2 concessions)
Haydn's "Trio in E Flat',
Smetana's "Trio in G minor"
and Beethoven's ~ Trio in D 'Ghost"'.
THE MISSION
Playhouse, Greenside Pl
557 2590
7.30pm
Wayne the Hussey and the
others lads have risen to highly
admirable singles such as
UTower of Strength" - worth
seeing live, I'll wager.
SHEER GREED
Lord Darnley, West Port
2294341
Evening; Free
Relatively new band to Edinburgh.
G SPOT TORNADO
Music Box, Victoria St
220 1708
Evening; Free
Regular local- rock/pop.

BEDLAM

LVC:EUNI
TRA."ERSE
Student membership is£4forfouryea rs, which enables members to
buy tickets at £2 for all performances.

BI= C> L.A.NI
EUTC members may purchase tickets at discount rates. All
lunchtime performances include free lunch of soup and brnad.
Company meetings every Monday at 6.00 pm at the Bedlam for
anyone interested in any aspect of the theat re.

C2UEifEN'S H.A.LL

TROJAN WOMEN EURIPIDES
2nd-7th March
7.30 pm Tickets from £1.50
The Trojan war is over and the
Trojan widows have to face a
life of slavery to their Greek vietors, abandoned by the Gods.
KRAPP'S LAST TAPE
9th March 1.30 pm
Beckett's monologue of an old
man looking back over his life
using a taPed diary.

6

as seen through the eyes of var·
ious female acquaintances.

BURGH OFFER STUDENT
ACH INDIVIDUAL SHOW.

•Wi•FIMt·!;
THE PEARL FISHERS SCOTTISH OPERA
Playhouse, Greenside Pl
557 2590
7.15 pm; Tickets £3-£15
George Bizet's popular opera
conducted by Peter Robinson,
making his debut.

225 3744

THE POET & THE WOMEN-::ARISTOPHANES
Wed 2nd-4th March
7.30 pm Tickets from £1.50
Euripides, awaiting trial for
slandering Atherian womanhood, dresses up as a woman
to hide during a female festival.

ASSEMBLY ROOMS
54 GEORGE ST
226 2428
~==~-----

34 HAMILTON Pl

2265425

STATE OF CONFUSION
8th-12th March
8 pm Tickets from £2
Set in the near future in a private nursing home in the Scottish Highlands where the prime
minister is recuperating after
seeing strange visions.

BRUNTON THEATRE

BETTY AND BOABY'S

NTH HIGH ST, MUSS 665 2240
THE CAULDRON
24 Feb-5 March 7.45 pm

~~~~i~!t~~.d

ogy.

63 3

SN<>

Edinburgh StudentsCharitiesAppeal are at 17/19 Guthrie Street (225
4061 ). Anyone is welcome to pop down and meetings are from 1 till
~on Tuesdays.

SCOTTISH OPERA EUGENE ONEGIN
Playhouse, Greenside Pl
557 2590
7.15 pm; Tickets £3-£15
Sung in Russian, conducted by
Sir Alexander Gibson a
" romantic masterpiece "
by
TchailCovsky.

~r~~~E;~press Theatre Co. as Tickets from £2.25
TRAVERSE
Betty and Boaby McFadzean :i~~l~b6~~m~e;:tic~: ~~~~i~~ .
o:~:.:::::~:=H::.::=-:::.::=K;::;Pc_E_TT_l_C=:"T~:'-'- ~~~\~e~Jouui;~!~seof~~~~r~o~~e~~ Druidism and Celtic mythol3rd· Gth March

ESC:A.

lllJtj:l?tf.!;

THEATRE WORKSHOP

ADAM HOUSE

All Platform Jai;z concerts feature a student concession system
where standby tickets can be bought for £3.00 on night of concert.
Subject to availabi lity and production of matrlc card.
Scottish National Orchestra concerts at the Usher Hall on Friday
evenings may be purchased at £2 on presentation of matric card.

MON7MAR
WORLD DOMINATION
ENTERPRISES
The Venue, Calton Rd
557 3073
Evening
late bar and disco

THEATRE
=-2'-'FO'-'R"-R=EST=-'-'R-"O"-A=D--=22"5-"98-"7-"3 CHAMBERS STREET

The lyceum Card costs £1 and allows you to claim £1 off each ticket
pur?hased (maximum 2 per show) for the year of validity.

~~~~~~p~°c;n~~~s2~~S:lay . this

~::1~fr; J.!~k:~s~~~Xe£~epicted

a production ol

SEEING RED
March 2-5, 1 pm Tickets £1

~~:li~ 1 ~~~e~ro~Ft~ro~s h~:~

CABARET
4th & 5th f.l\arch 10 pm

family life bul one day commit~
=~~~~~~:~has devastating con

IS TITO DEAD
March8th7 pm Ticketsfrom£2
Set in a Yugoslav prison where ·
dissidents were sent to be reeducated. This took the fo~m ol
compulsory particiPation in
play readings, directed by a

RENT
March 9-12
"You go there straight frorr
work. You spend 40 or :>O
minutes with her. You can
afford something classier, but
you'd never be~relaxed as you

MATRICULATION CARD
__ ·--- _. _.. - ~~.-·• A . · --- -~........ ~......~ard';r;., ~, ,,
..:· r.J: ~~ 'lJ~

•

•

_are with her.

~~~ ..ltt-~:~~

LYCEUM
GRINOLAVST

2299697

DEATH OF A SALESMAN
Untit 5th March
7.,45 pm Tickets from £3.80
Last chance to see Arthur Miller's tragedy with only a few
seats remaining for the sat. performance.
ENGLISH DANCE THEATRE
1st-5th March
Special perfOrmance on Friday
and Saturday of "Solaris'" a full
length, multi-media, sciencefiction show .

.ARTS

THURS 3 MAR 1988

SONGS AND A SYMPHONY

the of - " "
_of •--by
__ -----of---..
EU CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

RoldC:O..-.Hol;25Feb

--llldlfultybrought

ou1
dualty
delcecy In the work. The four

togMher to a"Nte exciting
Thls ......
the Chamber On:hestni con- interplay between wind and

pieces. spanning two centuries
of
composition.
Ravel's
pour UM Infante
Mlunie is • stately dance composed in memory of a young
Sptinish princess. Controlled
orchestral pl•ylng successfully
evoked the piece's fundamental
partdox;
the
ceremonlal
mourning of her death contrasting with a deebration of her
brief lite.
This ga ve w a y to the luxurious romantlcism of Berlioz's Le
Nuits d'Ete These six songs,
based on poems by Theophile

l'snnne

=v~su=u~•=
McColleny.--mezz..._

voice SU~ the yearning
eroticism at ....... kw• songs
and was complement9d by ..,..
sitive orchestral KCOmpaniNnO

ment.
The MCOnd half of the concert
**8d the cornplet9nas of the
flnt. It began with Mozart's
SymphonyNo.41. . AJn.

CLASSICAL
SNO/JARVI
Usher Hal; 28 Feb
Fridliy's concert consisted of
an all-8eethoven programme.
While this might have been
expected to produce • concert
distinctly IKking in vllriety, In
fact it produced some remarbble contrasts. The basic content

The lnss WIQ especially crisp
making up for some fridged

lntoMtion from the violins.
However. this minor blemish
did not mar our enjoyment of
this lively symphony.
The last piece was a modem
composition In a med Mr.Ial style.
Arvo "Paet's
Fratres
was
unsophisticated
but lacked
devefopment of a potential!V
Interesting idea - the contrast
of an unvaried bass underneath
a repeating theme. Unfortunately
tive and lost impetus. Nevertheless it was good to hear some
less familiar music.
All in all we were treated to an
enjoyable evening, with excellent
performances
from
orchestra and soloist under
Alasdair Nicholson's sensitive
direction. We look forward to
their next concert on Wednesday 11th May ip the Reid Hall.
Judith Pllnt and Mike Nuh

the......-..-·

Its execution. The main probktm
was that it was incredibly mw.
There is something to be said
for approaching this work In this
way. tt requires something special from the soloist, however,
to prevent it from becoming
en8fVated. Mr Kaplan did not
possess this necessary quality
and this was particularly apparent in the cadenzas which
seemed to drag on for ever.
Strangely enough, the audience
k>Ved it.
Conductor Neerne Jirvi and
the SNO's participation In this
lamentable affair became even
more surprising when their second-hatf performance of the
Eroica Suymphony proved to be
strong on all the qualities which
the violin concerto lacked.
Jirvi's performance was particularfy notable for his handling
of the rhythmtc subttetles of the
two final movements and the
power and depth of emotion he
gave to the Funeral March.
Colin Moodie

--by--·
mances, however, not the
music.
The Beethoven VIOiin Concerto is such • brilliant piece of
music that tt is dlfftcult to
imagine an unenjoyable performance. American soloist Maril:
Kaplan, replacing the Indisposed Dmitri Sitkovetsky, overcame this apparent difficulty
with remarkable ease, giving a
performence
which
w as
re6entlessty dul In 1ts ~
tion and unpleuing to the ear In

Francis McC~fertY with the EU Chamoer orcnest ra.

DRAMA

PANIC llfEAlRE

Once on stage the cast
enacted a seri es o f scandalous

Bedlam Theatre

'°'w'°'ed7n~esd=ay~L~u~n...,cht-,;,...m-a...,
; 2'°'4""'f.eb
..,..., =~~e~i~~~m s~c:P~~al ~~~~0~?~

JOE &
VISIBLE DIFFERENCES

The
advertisem ent
proc- Smith made me h ave oral sex
laimed: WPut together a show in with him everyday, and he's not

Assembly Rooms; 27 Feb
TAG Theatre Company and
Annexe Th';atre Company have
pooled. therr reso.urces to present th is double bill of dram a. at
the close of the . Second Edinburgh Peace Festival. The plays,

Well, the show was certainly
cobbled together in five hours
{and didn't it show?). but the
audience of thousands fai led to
materialise. There were in facteleven!

risql!, even for the Bedlam.
Although initially this type of
schoolboy humour drew some
gwarffs, like their tabloid counterpans they grew repetitive and
tiresome

ways the central theme of
racism in Scotland.
More so than most theatrical
p roductions, these plays are
characterised by a strong purpose. T hey belong to the canon
of didactic theatre rather than
the artistic side. Visible Differertces is currently touri ng
Strathcl yde schools, supported
by work p acks and instruction
g ro ups. Joe, on the other hand ,
was specia lly commission ed for

The whole point of the exercise appeared unclear: the direc·
tor, Bill Bankes-Jones, claimed
weakly that it was" ... um ... an
experient .. ". But despite this,
there were some potentia lly
verywittyideasinjectedintothis
almost ad lib production, perfo r m ed w ithout a script . It
begins w ith a cast of five taking
som e 15 minutes to stro ll onto
the stage individua lly, drawing

The
reached its
climactic finale with a parody of
TV's ~Treasure Hunr , the Anika
Rice figure using the whole of
the Bedlam Theatre as a training
ground. This scene was typical
of the production as a whole in
that the germs of some very
good ideas were present and
th ere was clearly some latent
talent w ithin the cast to be tapped, but tack o f reh earsal meant
they were not exploited to the
full.

~~h~~~~~~~t~~:~~~1 !7,,f~~~! ~a~~~~r:a~;r~~n~~~s~~ ~r:~~

~~~~:~:~kl~n~~~ ~i~~~e~! ~!it risqu8 even for the Bed-

p~oduction

8

~~~g~:rrt~~~~~:!, e~' t~r;!~~~ !~~~~=h ~~em sh~~ ~~!~n~~
tively portraying m ulti-cultural
them es in their work.
Visible Differences lacks any
subtlety. It's loud, vivid and violent. The au dience is marched
through a register o f responses
to be left with the visions of
racism and riot. The pun is on
"visible" since Cloaker, one of
the fascist gang, befriends Ranjit, a Sikh. What makes the situa·
tion possible is Cloaker's tack of
v ision - h e's been blinded by
g lass. Cloaker reveals his
character fi rst an d ironically
offers to get Ranjit into t he gang.
A ll's resolved peacefully aft er
Ranjit has su cceeded in show ing
Cloaker the m indlessness and
perversion of fascism .
Joe, in complete contrast to
Visible
Differences,
dea ls
humorously with aspects o f
racism . lo landa, an Ita lian Glaswegian, makes daily visits
to her husband Joe's hospital
bed. Th roug h her m ono logue
sh e reveals the highs and lows
o f setting up a new home in
Glasgow - the language ba rrier, th e cultural differences and
th e racism . Acceptance takes
tim e, she says, but it does com e.
Both plays are very worth
while, if a little superficial.

J . Ormston

.:-r--

m ime and facial expressions.
One
performer
particularly
sh one out _ Simon Startin.
Barb ara Streisand has her nose
Rowan Atkinson ·his mouth,
Simon has his extraordinary
eyes, which he glues onto the
aud ience with the pathos of a
lost dog.

. The sh ow was carried by the
sh eer racy exuberance of ~he
cast, althc:iugh th e production
lacked pol~sh a.nd any sense of
finesse, Judging from the
attempts .of th~ actors to sup-press their smirks o.n stage, at
l~ast they were having a good
time.
Sung Khang

ODEON CINEMA
7 CLERK STREET
LICENSED BAR

031-667 7331/2

NO SMOKING IN Al l CINEMAS

OOEON 1

AThrlllingendAmuslngE"plosionof
Action- Suspense-Comedy-end Romencet
RICHARD DREYFUSS In

OOEON2

Hewesborntoruleaworldofencienl tradition.
Nothing prepared him for our world of chenge.
Nomlne1edforNineO.C.rs.

STAKEOUT(15)
complete progremmes It 2.15, 5.30, 8.15.

THE LAST EMPEROR (15)
COmplete orogrammn al 2.00, 7.30.

OOEON 3

The Ultlma\eUw Enforcer.
Part Men - Pert Machine. All C0p.
ROBOCOP (t81
Separeteprogrammeslt2.30(eHeeptSat/Sun),6.00,8.30.
THISSATUflOAY AT ~HT

The Ou1rageou1- The Hil&rloutc Hypnotist

R08EllT HAU'EAN
All~C3.50.UceftMldBer.

STOP PRESS I LAST TWO WEEKS
JOIN OUR VIDEO lMRAR'Y t:1
Only£1.50Mon-Thur1Rental.
WeseHtopCompectDlscsendMU1leT.,,..,Pll~MoviePostcards.Posterbooks.

Shopopet1 12· 10.45 pm. Sun<ity 4-10"'5 pm.

:A.HTS
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CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF

EXHIBS
LOOKING BACK TO
THEFUTIJRE
The Printmakers Workshop

Until 26 March
Edinburgh-trained

Peter

Standen exhibits 67 works in
this .survey of his creative output to date. Edinburgh is a recurring motif in his main pictures

which also concentrate on an
idea of concern to the artist the passage of time and the rise
and fall of civilisations.
The exhibition begins '(Vith a

hatf-dozen

good

figurative

works of and for the sponsor,

Ferranti. As the title suggests,
however, the bulk and best
works are those which repre-

sent how the artist imagines the
world would look many generations

into the future. The
greatest of these being View of
Calton Hill, Market Street or
View of Princes Street.

The

inrtial

impression

on

walking into the gallery is the

Sunday painter technique. A
degree of amateurish handling
of medium is shown and such
basics as perspective and figure
drawing have naive qualities.
This lack of competence may be
due to his lack of concentration.
Standen uses many and varied
media and tries to touch on.
per haps too many aspects to
master any. However, remem·
bering painters such as Rousseau tells us that this may not
be of overriding importance.
Indeed, to Standen this does
not seem to matter, his works
are not about exact representation but about imagination. He
concentrates on· how the world
could look. could be. The imagi·
nation is of an adventure game/
science fantasy genre and the
paintings I am sure would
appeal to the readers of Frank
Herbert Diine books and the ilk.
In this it ~ fine but on another
level of criticism the imagination is affected: a pseudo-surreality.
Other works shown are of a
commercial -art style. Quizzical
lithographs such as In The Rings
of Planet Earth, Pompeian Idyll
and Volcano Pie are excellent in
this light.
H Standen wishes to provide a
fantastical imaginary picture he
does so and this exhibition is a
goody for those to whom Tolkien literalism appeals.
Paul Turner

FOUR CONTEMPORARY
SCOTTISH
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Stills Gallery
An exhibition sampling the
work of four Scottish Photo·
graphers, currently On at the
Stills Gallery.
Even Weatherspoon assemhies his own compositions in
the open, · to give an original
juxtaposition
of
sharply
defined
synthetic
objects,
mostly in primary colours, contrasted against the muted col·
ours 'and shapes of landscapes.
Within this brief the photographs differ widely - from
triangles of broken glass set
am<?ngst and reflecting the
skeletal
trees
they
lean
against, to a bright plastic
patchwork kite laid in the
snow. Most stimulate, though
some are definitely more strik·
ing than others. ~
serious issues. The role of a
woman in a male-dominated,
often chauvinistic world, contraception and religious differ- ·
ences especially. The main
action of the play attacks many
of these issues, when the

Ken Reynolds' work is more
• two-dimensional,
primarily
concerned with the vibrancy of
colour and texture. He focuses
on the results of decay and cor·
rosion, both natural and man·
made, creating a pleasing
melee of fluid colours, some
· with a peculiar sand-like quality. On.a in particular reminds
one of as;icient weathered wall·
paintings. The darker, subdued
photograp'hs of ramshackled
sheds and crumbling bark
encamsulate a certain sense of
tranquility and quiet. Theeffectiveness of these photographs
certainly increases on a second, closer look.
Lorna Bates is, with respect,
the . odd one out. Her photographs lack the originality and
impact of the other artists'. In
short sequels of photographs
she unfolds episodes illustrat·
ing the interaction of arrivals
and people, both alive and
dead, with each other and
within their environment. lndi-

WAVING AND
DROWNING
Traverse 24th-28th February
Waving and Drowning is set on
a Greek beach where, like

rT HAPPENS EVERY DAV

~~~~s;n~~m~~ f~~~rsCent;';'a~

NetherboW; 23-27 Feb
This play is large!>;- autobiographical, written by Margaret
Dent who, with her daughter
Melanie, has founded the profitsharing
group
Marmalade
Theatre Company. The play
itself deals with the ways in ·
which the main character,

Belt Scotland are lying enjoying their holiday. One of the
womf!n Anne-Marie .(Leone
Connery) is pretty, passive not
very bright a':ld wants to be .an
actress, the other Maureen
(Amanda Whitehead) is plain
and fat but much more articu·
late.and has the advantage of a

~~Je~e~Y ~:~~~;: °:~!~e;e~~
come to terms with the sudden
death of her husband. The play
is often moving - the pathos
enhanced by the autobiographical element-andattimesquite
harrowing - the scene where
mother and daughter are told of
the death is particylarlyemotive.
Often amusing in its realism
the arguments between
mother and daughter on sex, .
room-tidying
and
money
appeared particularly familiarthe play also addreS;S95 itself to
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mother is extremely displeased
when her daughter starts seeing and as the play develops this
a shop assistant, a cheeky wide- puts an increasing strain on
~:wa~ 1 ~fif:n. convincing by their rleationship which comes..
The setting for this play was to a head when a Greek·1lout
convincing and the script on the starts chatting up Anne-Marie
whole well written. The direction to the fury of Mureen.
was also very capable. The actPerformed against a plain
ing was not uniformly convinc- white set and with a minimum
ing, however, since, strangely of props Robin. Wilson's play is
enough, 1 felt that the daughter, an interesting study of how
althouQh played by "herself'" · who we are is determined by
was miscast. On the whole, what we look like but also by
however, a compelling pie"ce of what we sound like. Mureeri '
theatre.
JennlferTrueland may be "condemned"' by her

vidually a few of the photo·
graphs are interesting, specifically the dead man's huge suit
laid out as if a corpse. Though
because the photographs were
soobviouslypersonalonefeels
unable to grasp ·the hidden,
deeper meaning behind them.
• The most powerful and strik·
ing of the photogiaph's is the
exhibition were those of
Matthew Dalziel. The photographs are 'essentially "'closeups"' of glorified rubbish - an
over-ripe . milk bottle, with
black fingerprints on its surface, glue ripped off a surface,
fingersofrubberglovesemerging from a murky hole. By careful use of colour, composition
and depth the inanimate ·
objects gain potential energy,
creating bold and vigorous
images. They almost bounce
Off the walls towards you one cannot fail ~o be captivated.
Catherine ~cNair

looks but Anne-Marie is equally
trapped by her broad Sc;ots
accent and her limited education.
ttnow that she'll never
actually make it to drama
school. Both Leone Connery
and Ammanda give convincing
performances in- their respective roles. The play is perhaps·
rather slow moving but it does
hold one's attention, was well
acted and coris'dering that it
was written b• a man the
clra.ra ters
are
remarkably
accurately observed.
ScottC.Styles

we

E.U.T.C.
presents

THE TROJAN WOMEN_
by Euripides
"A chilling depiction of thefolly of war and colonialism
that still retains its fore after
two thousand years ...
The Bedlam Theatre ·

2-7 March at7.30 pm
£2.50/£2.00/£1.50
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King's; '12.-27 Feb
The National Theatre's production of Cat On a Hot Tin Roof
was, without mincing words,
brilliant. The play was written in
1955 and Tennessee Williiams
presents his audience with controversial issues for the time,
and which even today are consi·
dered delicate. Sexual guilt,
parental tyranny, marital spite,
loneliness and, perhaps most
importantly, the need to face the
truth are all tackled.
The set, a large bed-sitting
room on a Mississippi Delta
plantation, follows the author's
instructions exactly. Brick (Ian
Charleson) has resorted to drink
. after the death of his college
friend, Skipper, whose advances
he once rejected. He hobbles
around on a crutch for three acts.
his frequent falls reflecting his
mental as well as physical instability.
His wife. Maggie (Lindsay
Duncan) is determined to
retrieve the Brick she married,
and to have a child by him. This
makes her tense and cutting,
almost to the point of irritation in
the first act, but this just adds to
the feeling of her being a cat on a
hot tin roof. Her squabbles with
her sister-in-law Mae, (Alison
Steadman) were too slapstick
for the subtle writing of the play
and produced more laughter
than the-y ought to have. Maggie's saving grace is her honesty
- a•quality one feels is not least
admired by her creator.
Big Daddy's ( .Eric Porter)
abrasiveness and obscenities
contrast wonderfully · with his
son Brick's detachment. In an
electrifying scene, they tell each
other the truth: Brick is made to
realise his di~gust with himself
and in return callously· tells his
father he is dying of caiicer.
Despite her boisterous bustling, Barbara Leigh-Hunt does
not overlook the refreshing sensitivity Tennessee Williams cre.dits Big Mama with. This is
shown in her genuine affection
for Big Daddy.
The National Theatre production concentrated on detail; the
required moonlight was there,
andthesymbolicstormwasperfeet.
Even Mae's no-neck
monsters really did have no
necksl
Maggie lies that she is pregriant and at the end is determined to make that lie a truth,
thus proving Brick's 'claim that
mendacify is indeed a system
we live in. The greatest tragedy
is that Brick cannot recognise
the most important tn,ith Maggie really does love him.
Anne Marie Mkklleton

PREVIEW
TROJAN WOMEN EURIPEDES
Bedlam Theatre
The Trojan War is over and the
widows of the Greek heroes are
faced with a life of slavery to
their new Greek masters. Their
once mighty empire lies in
ruins, abandoned by its petty
gods.
In this late Greek tragedy
Euripedes creates a powerful
drama out of the characters of
these proud women brought to
the lowest point of fortune.
This
new
adaptation
emphasises the tention created
by strong character dilneation
playing against the rigidity of ~.,.- -'
classical form. The play's
strong anti-war statement and
its criticism of brutal western
colonialism retains its relevance even today.
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FEAI UFiEs
Richard Holloway is a
lively Edinburgh bishop
who has presented a
number
of
television
programmes ak>ng with
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Rag Trade
Alison Curr and Jackie Brown are an ambitious duo behind

"Chi-Chi", a high fashion stall in the Byzantium emporium.

dabbling in journalism. His
job as chief pastor takes
him on regular visits to the

Briony Sergeant donned her glad-rags and spoke to them

about their creative career.

States. yet he is also much
involved in city community
pro;ects. Interview by Tim
Daniels.

Bu0t what about the likelihood
of a constant demand for a
range of clothes and knitwear
that come well -made and o ri gi·
nal, but at a price? Why not
move to Glasgow or to London
where the money is?
" It's true that in Edinburgh
fewer young people have a lot
of money to spend on clothes."

Brown and Curr bel ieve in
decentralisation. Their strong
adherence to Edinburgh as a
realistic outlet for their design,
despite some market disadvantages, show their determinati on for success without the
compromises. And Business
for " Chi-Chi " is picking up in
Byza ntil!m, Which may give a
ray of · hope to
quality
regionalised British design. in
the face of the stubborn blandness of so many of today's lucrative international offe rings.

Grange Handknits
l ooking at some of the costs
under her own label, Knife
Design, there seems to be a
very-clear understanding of the
technicalities involved in mak·
ing clothes. But she
is
unequivocal about her beginnings: " Well, I was just t errible
for the first couple of years, but
I think if you do a fashion of
cou rse. you're told exactly
what to do and your style and
inspiration
are
heavily
'.'SstrJcted . In fact, I think the

6 Grange Loan , Netvington
Edin~urgh EH9 2NR
For a Fine Selection and full Ra nge of
Traditio nal Aran and kelandic
Pure W ool H<1n<lknits
A Fine Selection of Mo hair also available

VISA

Call and See Us
OPl;<ri ,'>1:0.'.'I ·~ Al•~ m . ) JO.,..,
Sl.:>-OA' 10 ~ • ·. ~ ,._.,.,
OLIU .... G SI. •OUR 'i i

A"°'

031-667 5846
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'GOLD RUSH

Visitors look at orie of the Ula t:.gypt1an exnibits.

H

ow

do

you

fancy

going to . see an

exhibition on Egyptian
archaeology? Well,
maybe ... but do you want
to go and see The Gold of
the Pharaohs? Great, when
do we go? ,
That's what most of Edinburgh seems to have decided by
the way 5,000 people a day are
currently turning up. It's not just
the· thing to .see in town either,
the Glaswegians and English
arriving 'show that it's currently
one of the top national attractions. This exhibition is getting
the traatment - everything tells
you this is something different.
The City Arts Centre has been hit
by GOTP Productions and been
turn ed into a "honeypot". From
holding Thunderbird 2 last year,
it now holds "one of the world's
most valuable objects", the funeral mask of Psusennes I. (That's
Soo-se-nees of course.)

links,10 anyone, and in a q~ietly
spoken way debunks the adverts
that say, " They searched for the ·
lost Ark, they found the Gold of
the Phar8ohs". A short while
later he happily leads me out
into the exhibition to point out
on a huge photo where there
may be fUrther finds yet undiscovered while the public happily
listens in. Meantime upstairs, .
the man from the Scotsman still
hasn't arrived ."
. Mr Y9yotte was the first
speaker flown in for the accom-

ments in a normal set-up but on
a different scale, so that we can
absorb a large response. We can
expect that because if people
feel that i(s got an end then they
have to go within a limited
period .or miSs it.ff
This has begun to happen .
Monday morning, 11 days later
and the queue extends 20 yards
on one side of the street and 40
along the other, with policemen
periodically shuffling pe'o ple
across. Inside the main entrance, David Patterson and Chris-

panying lecture series, designed
to maintain interest in the event
over its three-month tenure. The
presentation of the exhibition is
bound .up in international diplomacy, the result of complex
negqtiations between
Edin- ·
burgh Council, the British Council, the Irish, Egyptian and

tine Vi_ncente pensively a""'.'ait the. amva] of Bruntsfield Pnmary. As well as a school party·
every 15 minutes, there are
many group bookings as people
try to avoid the queues. One

good though, touching the base of visitors for this, only 2
cases. They liven things up. It per cent of the population usugets .really dull when noth'i ng ally visit art galleries and
happens, you keep a rolled-up museums on .a regular basis.
Guardian "crossword up your Consequently we've taken a
sleeve," and laughs. Mark dual approach." For what he
Smith, on patrol beside the admits is a more middle-class
canopic jars, got a little more audience there is the classical
worrie~t .. Schoolkids are the
image of the funeral mask (6,000
main hazard. It's best up on the posters). For the rest of us
second floor, less ha1=1pens up there's· the exciting " Raiders of
there." They rec!'!ntly had to the Lost ArkH campaign (4,000
watch four identified arsonists posters) which is being put up in
thrOugh the exhibition, who for- buses and schools .. On top of
tunately
that 300 display items have been
assembled mainly for shops, as
can't have helped noticing
The Gold of,the Pharaohs exhibition is proving to be a .top national v.Ou
lately. What facets has this
attraction at the Edinburgh City Arts Centre. David Seel gives an exhibition got that '1lppeal to
people?
insight to _
b ehind the scenes of this unique·display.
" I'd say gold. And the idea of

::~7~~ion g~~ee~~~eednts.ano~~~
which
had fallen
through
because of politics in Eire, and
required seven months of
negotiation. The result was permission accompanied by a conIt's Thursday 11th Februa'ry,
tractofguidelinesforitsstaging,
the exhibition has been open for
t{erbert Coutts was closely
a bit over a week. Things have
been improving. since the first involved with the negotiations
and since with the r.ealisation of
day when a tea urn in the office
Gold of the Pharaohs. "The
set off the fire alarms and they
Egyptians were looking for high
had to evacuate the whole buildprofile coverage, to improve
ing. They've since got a kettle.
Some decent
queues are . relation$ and to encourage
developing for the first time. Up tourism . We got the final agree:
on the second floor one of the
ment late in August and comfirst "official" occasions is
menced promotion in October,"
occurring: a chance for the press
he said, Edinburgh co·mplied
to meet Jean-Michel Yoyotte, with these wishes, having their
· the man currently digging at · own motives. "The Council have
Tanis where the tomb was found
a low entries policy so we need
in 1939. Also present are th'e to get a lot of visitors. It's impercity's head curator, Herbert tant that we get a large sales
Coutts, and Madam Nasser the
income .. , our objective is to
Egyptian representative - but
make more money out of the
unfortunately only one jour- sales." So how have they coped
nalist. Mr Yoyotte is keen to with organising such a draw?
speak about the site's biblical
"We have used all the ele-

Out of the public gaze, the
heads takes a break before
another till jams. Duty manager
for this Tuesday afternoon is Ian
O'Riordan, who normally runs
theArtsCentrefulltimebutfor
this one, half a day is all anyone
cari take at a time. HAfter three
weekswe'regettingbackto'nor-·

~ha~~~·~;~=h~~s,;~s~~'!t=~~~s~

=~~ptt:en ~~=:ss~~,n ~!~ho~=~~;

fl

These are the people who got
the pu!:Jlicity. for ..Charlie Millar's
Gold of the Pharaohs haircut,
put up the prize for the 150,000th
visitor.Butisitreallyallworthit?

'~,

·
again.
Gordon
Sutherland
refusestobedrawnon'detailsof
security. "There are. alarms on
::....
. such party is the Ayrshire Fine each item ... we have to make "Yes, it's a chance to see an
Arts Society now arriVing simut- sure that nobody is eating in the "event, things you won't see at
taneously
with
Bruntsfield. exhibition ... we are very sec~ · any other time. It's not just 69
Chaos is averted by Streaming urity mim;:l'ed, if you haven't objects, it's an event.'
the schoolkids, behaving unusu- · noticed.·· fhad. Up on the wall is
And so the v1s1tors seem tc•
ally sedately, past the pensiOn- a long list of groups coming for think, typical responses werti
ers, and straight up to the sec- special viewings: British Tele- . that the adverts weren't overand floor filnishow. The security com, Cancer and . Leukaemia . done and really quite good. And
man on the door frantically Fund, only a few spaces left as for the items, they are superb,
counts all entering, saturation · untaken. These happen in bet- right down to the solid gold toe
leVel is 800 people.
ween the late weekd8y open- warmers. The whole thing is an
About 30 people work in the ings.
event and no bad thing for it,
gallery. at any one time, half of
The '!"~~ in cha'rg~ ~f milkin.g avoiding any stuffiness and
whom have been brought in just the exh1b1t1on for all its wort~ ~s commercialised acceptably. The
for this exhibition. Responsibil- I Bob ~clean, at the counc1l_s verdict of three Glenrothes
ity for controlling the visitors marketing
department:
His school kids
was
"Brilliantw,
falls upon the attendants andihe office at_ Waterloo Pl~ce 1s scat"Good" and " Alright", so make
security men the only difference tered wrth the debns of other sure that you visit before the end
between the' two seems to be campaigns, such as the "Enter of April, if only to hear about
gender. Upinlons vary on the the world of Scot~~ Whisky" Egyptian kilts on a green
asures inherent on the job. One poste(s. complete ~1th heather Walkman, and have your name
commented
on
children: apd highland swold1ers, for the painted on papyrus in hierog"They're swarming all over the ne;:v c~ntre ~elow the Centre.
lyphicsl
place. The OAPs and kids are
We ve aimed to get a broad

Jtnt how Important to Edin·
bul'gh #the role of lb two only

dn.mu.

innot1atlve

ttt.

Cameo and the Rlmhousel
Bill D•le considers.
The put couple of decades
have witnessed the gradual
lmpenonaliution of the cinem•
In Britain. One after another, the
smaller, Independent .. loc:el"
cinemas
v•nished
to be
replaced by the "8tional Deleon
and cannon film chains, ct.racterless "supermarkets". devoid
of any Individuality. The most
detrimental effect of thls trend
has been to deprive most
clnemagoers outside of London
of
all
but
the
most
"mainstream" pictures; but
thankfully In Edinburgh we have
two cinemas of quality whkh
--inNSlstingthls
tendency - the Cameo and the
Fitmhouse.
Under young, enthusiastic
managerial guidance, these
cinemas have tried to put some
pleasure back into movie-going.
This is especially true of the
Cameo, where Anne Campbell
has been part of the management team since its "rebirth"
nearly two years ago. She is justifiably proud of what they have
Anne Cllmpbell " our audience is increasing and our films
achieved: " People seem to like
are Improving."
coming here - it is such a nice our second screen allows us the
But how have the public
building. and the comfortable opportunity of showing 'retros
7 responded to their obvious
atmosphere is ideal. ..
pective' seasons and also re- efforts? Anne Campbell has no
At the Filmhouse, man- runs of films previously shown complaints: "We really push our
ageress Gay Cox has seen much in other cinemas."
films, and as a result our audiprogress during her six years
Anne Campbell and the ence is increasinQ and our films
there, and she is particularly. Cameo show a similar respect are improving" - the Cameo's
pleased in the way the Fil- for minority interest films, while reputation as one of the finest
mhouse has evolved into some- recognising their own limits as a independent cinemas outside
thing more than a cinema: self-sufficient. independently- London has secured it the valu"With the bar, restaurant and the run
cinema:
Hlndej1endent able respect of the distrihuting
cinema shop, I think we play a cinemas play an important part, companies.
very important social function."
but we are a commercial
More people are also going to
Certainly few other cinemas can cinema, and its sometimes
hope to match the aesthetic necessary to turn to more the Filmhouse. "We are not in
attraction of either the Fil· 'mainstream'
films. "
Both the market to compete; we are
mhouse or the Cameo.
cinemas are happy to play a just not able to, • but Gay Cox is
Both Anne Campbell and Gay, complementary role _ to the proud of the Hloyal following"
Cox have a very clear perception other, larger film theatres, and which th8y have acquired, and
of \he roles their respective any suggestions of rivalry are the recent "wilCI successes .. of
cinemas play in the community. quickly ridiculed : "Very amica· Jean de.Florette and Manon des
Ms Cox believes that, "first and ble" was the most common Sources are indicative of the Filforemost, the Filmhouse shows description of the relationship mhouse's popl!larity in Edinfilms which would not get a pub- between
the
Edinburgh burgh. Both Ms Cox and Ms
Campbell are eager to acknow·
lic screening elsewhere ... and cinemas.

STAKEOUT
Odeon

Described as a •contemporary
action comedy'", Stakeout
stars Rk:h•r.d Dreyfuss and
Emilio Estevez as two cops,
Chris and Bill, conducting
polk:e surveillance on an
esc11ped oonvict's ex-girtfriend
Maria. The problem Is that
Chris, far from just observing,
also fallt In love with her.

I
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what looks like the beginning
of a beautiful relirtionship.
What transforms the film
from an ordinary cops-and-robbers adventure is Dreyfuss.'
great talent as a comic actor.
Dreyfuss said of his role in the
film, " I never thought I'd get a
chance to play a cop. I didn't
think it was within my sphere. I

wanted to see what it would be
like for me, who was born to
play lawyers, doctors, professors and urban neurotics, to
play a classic American genre
cop." In fact, a lot of Dreyfuss'
role as Chris lecce consists of
playing the fool - disco-dancing to the fih1·:i's music or getting hirriself recorded on his
own police cassettes and video
film and trying to disentangle
himself by assuming a range of
silly voices and crazy hats.
This might have just' another
actiorl-obsessed
American
blockbuster with only a little
hint of humour to balance it
out, but it is in fact one of the
film's more marked achievements that the real entertainment lies in the humour rather
than the action. Director John
Badham has delighted us in the
past with hits such as Saturday
Night Fever, and, more promis·
ingly, with Whose Life fs It Anyway,
also
with
Richard
Dreyfuss.
On the whole, Stakeout is a
good indication of Badham'S
ability. All in all, it proves to be
a lot of fun-witty, pacey, and
with plenty of action.
James ~enn

Gay Cox -

.. AnY cinema liter~cy is good. "

ledge ·the importance of the stufinancial pressures, but she is
dent" audience to their su<;cess, reassuringly confident about the
and the policy of generous con- future prosperity of both the Filcessions favoured by both mhouse and its "showcase", the
cinemas is a testament to this.
Edinburgh Film Festival. She
As for the future, both man· · also appears to be less anxious
ageresses are cautiously reluc- than Anne Campbell about the
tant to over-exaggerate the potential threat which their
healtli of the filryi industry in cinemas
face
from
the
general, but, more positively, phenomenon of "multiplex"
see no reason why their recent cinemas; displaying characterisprogress should not continue. tic altruism, Ms Cox declares:
Arine Campbell would like to "Any cinema literacy is good. "
repeat the success of Blue Velvet
With many more successes
(her personal favourite) and than failures to their credit (Anne
Witches of ~astwick, to open a Campbell does visibly wince at
second screen and to hold more the mention of Rearts· of Fire),
discussions like the recent one the Cameo and the Filmhouse
on White Mischief, but more are in the front line of the battle
importantly would "like to see to keep the Edinburgh cinema
more people coming in and scene from slipping back into
enjoying themselves".
decline. In this task we wish their
Gay Cox concedes that "life is management (Ms Cox, Ms
always a struggle" in the face of Campbell, et at) every success.
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Single room to let to non smoker in
Comiston Road flat. Tel. Mrs Nelson
447 0091. Gaetic speaker preferred.
Rent £100 om. Ref no 0267.
Single room available in Nicolson
Street flat. Rent £82.50 pm. Tel. Keren
Brown 668 3507 or 669 2165. Ref no
0266.

ACCQMMQpATION
Single room

graduate at 21n Spottiswoocle
Street. Rent £86.50 pm. Alternative
contact Mr Dresser at SAS. Ref no

0094.
Single room available to female
undergraduate. Please call at 315 Col·

--

lege Wynd. Rent £86.10 pm. Ref no

HaH of'twln room available to female
student. Call 16/1 Blacket Avenue.
Rent £85.75 pm. Ref no 0158.
Sln9fe "room available to .ion smok·
ing male frffher in Davie St flat. Tel.
668 2090orcontact Mr Dresse~ at the
sA~.

Single room to let in Lauriston Park
flat. Tel. Tim Stokes 2291665. Rent67
pm. Ref no 0284.

available to under-

HaH of twin roOm available at 10/2
Blacket Avenue. Rent £85 pm. Ref no
0238.
Slngla room available)lt 2915 Scien·
nes. Please call at flat . £257 .40 per
term. ref no 0278.
Single room to let to non smoking
undergraduate at 21 West Saville
Terrace. Rent £75 pm. Ref. no. 0231 .

HaH of twin roOm at 1615 Blacket
Avenue to let to female non smoker.
Rent [85.75 pm. Ref no 0162.

Rent 01.90 pm. Rel no 0218.

Single room available 10 non smoker
in Forrest Road flat. Tel. 225 7017.
Rent (68.50 pm. Ref no 0281.
SingM room available at 102110 War·
render Park Road. Smokers restricted
to smoking in own room only. Rent
£85.50 pm. Ref no 0190.
Slng.. room to let to non smoking

u ndergraduau1, final year preferred,
in Tantallon Place. Tel. 667 3042. Rent
£15.50 pw. Ref no 0265.
Stngle room to let at 1314 Sciennes to
male postgraduate, non smoker.
Final year students considered. Ref
no0283.

H.at ol twin room available to female
stJdent. Call 16/7 Btacket Avenue.
Rept £85.75 pm. Ref. no. 0157.

Single room .to let to fema le non
smoker. Please call 2712 Sciennes
and ask for J.C. Simpson as soon &s
possible. Rent £85.80 pm. Ref no
0270.
Single room to let to female In Viewforth flat. Ring sarah Galloway 228
6471 after 6.30 pm. Would prefer
someone who would rent over th e
summer vacation. Rent £25 pw. Ref
no0259.

Single room available now in Marchmont flat. For details tel. 229 2016.

Single room available for immediate
entry in 3-person Marchmont flat.
Female preferred. Rent £240 until 1st
July. Tel. 667 6251.

' Student's' classified section
Is a free service to readers.
We welcome accommoda·
tion, "'for sale" and other
small ads. Ads should be kept
to a maximum of 30 words
and may be handed into the
'Student' offices, 48 Plea. .nce. or put into the jed
'Student' boxes in the Teviot
foyer. Mandela Centre Union
Shop and in A&M Reid groc·
ers in the KB Centre.

EDINBURGH'S NEW
BOOKSHOP
·s~IALL

BUT BF.AurmrL

A FINE SELECTION OF
ACADEMIC, ART AND
PHOTOGRAPHI C BOOKS
FROM THE BEST
REMAINDERED STOCK
IN BRITAIN AND
USA.

Single room available to uinder grad.
in Brougham Place. Tel. Jane Ruther·
ford 229 3726. Rent £ 100 pm. Ref no
0261 .
Sing.. room available to male, nonsmoking first year in Davie Street flat.
Tel. 668 2090, or contact Mr Dresser
at 1he sAS. Rent £71 .80 pm. Ref no
0218.

ACADEMIC
REMAINDERS
182 CAUSEWA YSIOE
(NF.AR NATIONAL UUARY Nt:WIUILDISG}

70LD FISHMARK ET CLOSE
EDINBURGH

'

T~l :

OJ I 2255428

"W"ould you like to gain

MANAGERIAL
EXPERIENCE?
Student is in the process of
expanding its managerial team
and is presently recruiting
students who feel they have
something to offer the areas of
• ADVERTISING
• DISTRIBUTIONS
\

• PROMOTIONS

If you are imaginative,
dynamic and eager t o show
your business potential, we'd
like to hear from you.
Call: Andrew Marshall
2291946; David Huey 447 3600;
or leave a message at Student
Offices, 48 Pleasance, or
telephone 558 1117/8.

